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At No. 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,
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LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Agent,
-

pearances

All letters on business, remittances of money, &c.
should be addressed to the Agent, and all communioations designed for publication should be addressed to

. the Editor,

TERMS, For one year, $3,00; or if paid strictly in
3
advance, $2,50,
Subscribers in Canada and the other British Provinoces, will be charged 20 cents a Jour in addition to
the price ofthe paper, to prepay the postage to the
All

Ministers

(ordained

and

licemsed,)

dre allowed 10 per cent, on all moneys
.
and remitted by

receive their papers.
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All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and

other

matter thvelving facts, must be accompaied with the
proper names of the writers.
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Flowers

11, 1869.

in a Skeleton.
—

SUGGESTED

BY

A DISCOVERY

NEAR

SEBASTOPOL.

Unburied, many a night and day,
On Inkerman’s wild plains,

Exposed to sun and moon, there lay
A soldier's gaunt remains.
So long the man had moldered there,
The wisest could not say
;
What upiform he once did wear,
‘What chieftain did obey ;
If he were one of Russia’s men,
Or served in Gaul’s array,
Or charged with British soldiers, when
He perished in the fray.

The flesh had crumbled from each limb,
:

The muscle from each bone;
And there remained the frame-work, grim,
A skeleton alone.
All round where late the foemen trod,
Grew spring’s bright, peaceful flowers;
The brighter, haply, that the sod
‘Was rich with sanguine showers;
And through the jawbone’s narrow room—

A sad and startling sight!”
.A knot of violets in full bloom,
Had forced itself to light.
The grace of vernal flowers was lent
To the sere hones of death,
And with corruption’s taint was blent

We

to

could

fourteen

so

that present ap-

certain success

Jesus

and
when

we

i

church

members

were imprisoned

under

deserves as-

ennoble the whole soul and nature of its
among

-

Long live Anbrilliant

author.

J. 8. BURGESS.

RY

many

of which it has

been impossible to reply. “As they are
usually of general interest I think answers

No longer earth shall shock,

to them may benefit others.

And all thy tools shall rusting lie

i

;

One world-wide brotherhood!
=

edge.

Me.

with

I have heard of many

feeble

health

and

coming

becoming

and healthy.

place

summer—sstubrious,

:

For the seven months we have been in
the State it has been very healthy ; occasionally we hear of one having a few * chills,”
but no prostrated case and no * run” of fever of any kind has come within my knowl-

Yea, come the time, blest concord’s reign!
‘When men, grown wise and good,
Shall forth, co-linked by love’s bright chain,

in the

here

strong

a

The former editor of the Christian Free-

cool

and { man, F. W. Dunn, was obliged to leave the
Office in consequence of disease of the
outside citizen, and invalid seeking health, lungs.
He traveled through this State and
recreation and rest from noise, dust, and Kansas in search of a place best adapted to

It has'become quite a resort for the

home duties. The village has danbled in his condition of health and ideas of a rural
population, thrift and enterprise, since we home. His former advantages of seeing the
were here fourteen years ago? and there is different parts of our great country have
now talk of a city not many years hence. been excelled by but few. He finally reFishing is luerative this season, in which turned to our place—has been here several
many of the inhabitants are largely inter- weeks, and is so well suited that he has
ested,

s0 we

meet

smiling

faces,

new

dresses, new houses and fences, with buoyant hopes for the future of the town.
We
unexpectedly
met our much

es-

teemed brother and member of Congress—
8. P. Morrill of Farmington,—and heard
from his lips an excellent sermon upon

purchased a tract

of land,

and

will

soon

open a large farm.:
This-country is admitted by all to be the
best supplied with all the materials to build

with of any in the State, and is being set-

tled quite fast. Good locations of unimproved land are held at from $5 to $8
*‘Christian Light,” which light he walks in,
dollars per acre, and timberland from $20
loves and emits, whether at home, in the
to $50. Farms with good improvements
pulpit, or in Congress—where
we all are held at rather high figures as there are
know, light is greatly-needed; and we are
but few of that class, though after ordinary
confident will not be wanting in the sutimprovements they can be bought at but
frage and character of Bro. M. We also
pleasurably met the efficient editor of the little if any advance of actual cost.
The man who wants to buy ‘a farm of 80
Lewiston Journal, N. Dingley, Jr., Esq,
acres with good improvements, an orchard
whose pen and speech are doing superior
service in the causes of temperance, humanity, in bearing condition, and near a smart rail
road town, for not to exceed $1,500 will have
politics, and
Christjanity.
Long may
And
he live to battle the hosts of sin and to look somewhere else besides here.
hell, with all similar men and periodicals— the one who would like a homestead near
not excepting our own invincible and un- a school-house and meeting-house hasn't
learned evén the alphabetof western life.
clouded Star,
There are u few lucky ones who make a
The 7. Baptists here have a pleasant and
fortunate selection in a new country in its
commodious house of worship, with a good
first settlerment, and are soon wealthy, but

parsonage, and valuab © minister,
Bro. L, Given

has

been the highly

the mass of mankind must

es-

: tgemed ‘pastor of the church three or more
years, During these years valuable addi
tions have been made to the church, with a

Sa
A

“i

alent for what they
their improvements
without doubt is a
though peaches are

reaching

out after luxury

give an equiv-

get—must either make
or pay for them. This
good “fruit country alnot.considered quite as

and

its

appurtenances

is earned, or

out after a little ‘greater perfection, as they
please to term it.
The luxuries of the rich are thrown
away for something exclusively new and
exquisite, the poor struggle upward to get a

numerous inquiries called out by a former
to

This

dren, the rich and the poor, are ali reaching

| ty near the center of this great Nation.
I ask this privilege partly to answer the
communication,

We look towards tendencies with apprehension. We can hardly believe as some
intimate that a high perfection of taste is
the harmless tendency of the present time.

obtained by some one, in some way.
Weary fathers and husbands know this.
Men as well as women, parents and chil-

this formerly supposed to be far-off land,

O for the time when thy fierce cry

If the

the fendencies are

against

foundations are made

pure,

we may hope “for the infusion of new life
and virtuous living, If our rulers and
their
counselors were
Christian . men
throughout, if they feared and honored
God more than men, we might face tenden-

cies unconcerned. Would that to God,
the Lord, was in “the hearts of all who
ever in any way dictated the government of our nation. Tendencies brighten
somewhat our clouded vision.
President Grant is now the center on
which wistful eyes and hopeful hearts turn
longingly. Tired of wasteful expenditure
and false policy, they demand a change.
If he, our leader, sets a worthy example we
may hope for reformation. The change
that has been effected in the past four
months under our noble leader will aug-

Jeligion of Jesus

hides

little nearer

their

envied

itself.

It

and godliness is much dimmed.

Would that men and women

style

SI

but recent developments show it to be pret-

The onward path of man,
Since Eden’s peaceful bowers were lost,
And homicide began!

humble,

them.

grace

and elegance without counting the cost is
ominous. Money with which we purchase

Will you permit a few words again from

O, War, sad War! how hast thou crossed

Tendencies.

cerned.

Nebraska Correspondent.

To death by hunters shot!

keep

penting

fathers say they shall Surely be . bankrupted
because the young folks are so blindly extravagant and insist of so much style, we
cannot seriously face tendencies uncon-

the young people of our Sunday
:

3

Neglected and forgot,

somewhat with the

current of thought, feeling and. action
there, and though thousands struggle to

is so @bscured by glitter and glare, and
fashion and folly, thatthe true luster of

When we hear discouraged husbands and
widest circulation

schools and congregations.

As he had been a beast of prey,

of

Salem, July 15, 1869.

we have seen highly recom-

readers.
:
We wish the book the

No grave from foemen claim ;”
Bat thus be left to rot away,

calm.

before the close of this month. 3, This country has just voted assistance to these two

whole nation is carried

defense, while the other wrought for the roads to the amount of $215,000.
house of our God.
The state has made liberal provisions
Stormy days were these, at the Center, for common schools; two sections of land
while pleasant ones have succeeded, and in each township, or * precinct” as they
all is now harmonious
Christian, It are called here, are
appropriated for
seems a little strange to fis, removed from school purposes. Good
teachers are 1m
earlier days, that the
e church should demand and command good‘ wages. The
have found so much and often the most condition of society for a new country is ment our chances for respect abroad, and
bitter and cruel opposition in the church. very encouraging. For intelligence, moral- confidence and credit at home. The tenAmbition, pride, prejudice, and jealousy ity, benevolence, and strong social feelings dency has been to pervert everything.
do terribly sway human souls, though gi- and manifestations, I thinkit would com- Even attempting to follow.
3 medel of exgantic, and toss them hither and thither, as pare favorably with any part of the coun- -cellence, we have ontdone the model, and
forest trees, by tornado blasts. Denominaty of the same age. A liberal spirit seems failed to identify our design. Is not retional hate 's rapidly giving place to Chris- to prevail among different denominations trenchment needed where tendencies inditian unior «nd love—thank God!
.
all uniting together in worship, Sabbath cate ruinous extravagance?
When we
This church has been greatly favored school labors, &e.
e
; know thereis an effort towards economy af
and blessed in its pastors, for the last twenSeveral members of our denomination our Capitol snould we not feel stimulated
ty-four years. Some half dozen good,God- having settled here, it was thought best to to a little sacrifice ?
fearing men have ministered ‘bread” to organize a church. On Sabbath evening,
How much superfluous finery do we carthe hungry, and joy to the disconsolate. May 23d, a church of 11 members was ry on our bodies, and into our churches,
A good minister makes a good church, and organized with a fair prospect of additions when we goto worship God? Are we not
so vige versa. We meet with not a few soon. The character of the organization grasping everything our eyes see, our taste
who help make good preachers. Dea. Al- is such as to indicate permanence.and indicates, and our excited appetites crave ?
len Lewis has had some experience in this progress. Rev. J. M. Kayser from Ill, Should we not sooner attain the station of
line, whose daughter isan invaluable pas- Rev. A. Curtis from Kansas and F. W. Dunn noble men and women to throw away our
tor’s wife at Augusta, and whose son were present with us as. council. Bro. idols? Should we not after laying aside
knows how to help the pastor at Portland, Curtis will supply us with preaching once about one-half of our superfluities be just
as near perfection in taste as we are now?
and missionaries in Virginia, besides attend- in two weeks for the present.
This we suppose is the first F. W. Baptist If we are in doubt as to the mode of peringto his own home comforts and abundance outside. Bro. Hodgdon and wife are ‘organization in the state. There are many sonal retrenchment we need, God and his
of our denomination in different parts of grace in our hearts will be a trde guide.
now the oldest members of this church,
and7readers of the Morning Siar. Nearly the state.and in several places without doubt We need not once be left to our own unseventy years out of eighty-eight have enough to make the commencement of effi- derstanding, when He, the wise and holy,
been given to=Christ, while the Star has cient churches if we had the ministerial can be reached by prayer. We are forced
shone in the heusehold since it shone any- help sufficient to collect them together to admit that religion is -becoming a superwhere. This venerable and happy couples and take. the supervision of them. The ficial garment. The holy zeal, that burned
one for nearly sixty field now before us urgently invites the in men’s hearts years ago, has been so
who have been
forth fruit to the glory laborers. Who will accept the invita- tamed.and modified and improved that we
bring
years,
are sometimes at a loss to know where the
No beggar ei- tion?
in old age.
of God
P. HALL.

But that a soldier, fellow~man,
Struck down in war’s dread game,
Shonld get no burial from his clan,

delightful

mentioned is expected to be cothmuficed

false charges; and

dy Luttrell and its pious,

Of withering shot or steel ;

Letter from Boothbay,

another intersecting that near the southefn’

some

of its characters, and has produced them in
a manner to deeply interest, instruct and

And clothed with manly grace ;
‘Were full of hope, and fire, and might,
Could reason, act and feel,
Till death-struck by the sudden blight

One from St. Jos to Omaha,

be built soon,

line of the State running northwest up the
West, now in heaven, with the brethren, Nemaha valley to Lincoln the capital of the
then commencing to build théir present State and so on to the Pacific road.
se
house of worship; suffering the most un- ‘when completed will; give’us as good' a
| heard of opposition, so that six of our best
marketas the country affords. The last

trell, the book

Too sadly here displayed :

In arsenal and dock.

Theére is quite a railroad {excitement
here just now. Two roads are expected to

Bro.

mended in the /ndependent, and elsewhere.
The author evinces a thorough knowledge

’Tis not that this poor moldering form,
This fleshless skull and face,
‘Were once with life’s strong pulses warm,

heat

-saw

a peach orchard in bearing fourteen years
has had peaches eight out of the fourteen.

sistance, goes empty from their door.
We have just met with and read Andy Lut-

Of countless ills that spring from war’s
Demoralizing trade,
On one result let fancy pause,

is a

eternal.

but contrast the present with
years. since,

ther for bread or money, who

The vielet’s perfumed breath !

Boothbay

in win-

life

fire-arms were held -in one hand, for self-

col-

hy 3 Agents and others should be particular to give
the Post Offices (County and State) of subscribers for
whom they
e remittancs, &c. Remember, it is
not the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they

indicate

souls

days or weeks,

in

good standing in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are
authorizedand requested io
to act
gt
Act 48as Agents
A gen finin ob:
Sbtaining
{Agents

ning

sure a-crop as a little f arther, south in Mis-

A: church debt-of -souri dtd Kansas. One man here whohashad

patterns,

neigh-

bors and societies quarrel for supremacy,
and churches, as to which shall be most elegantly modern. We. cannot count our
ideas of correct tasteas entirely modern,
or think ourselves so fortunate as to be
wiser or wittier than generations before us,

groping in

cling

to the

Mrs. H. M. LINCOLN.

—————
+SinceI wrote my first article to the Star

eighteen later editions.

being rapidly filled up.

to the‘* Myrtle,” however, were not applica-

Our

are

and [go forth to build up towns and im-

prove farms in the wilderness deserve pro-

tection.

Let them

have it, and western

tion

continues,

be

a densely populated

state.

2

fields

of wheat, oats

produce
talked

in this
with

and corn,

Kansas

can

great Neosho valley.

farmers

who

I

confidently

ex-

the lion's share.

rude huts

made of brush

and

every

¢‘ You

Then _ -

all

know,”

Hannon,as that the children of the

Sunday

springs of the girls werekilled.

In order

to incudeate the lesson of love, charity and

barks, some

Ihave recently been visited by a

Wisconsin.

to be associated with them,Bro. Rackliff and
I would like to persuade a few of our brethren to settle here. We have explored a
tract of land of some three or four thousand
acres liying from one and a half to three and

a half miles from our village all connected

level or slightly rolling,

sickness at

In

came.

The Christian precept taughtby this copy’; a
having tents made of canvas, while others
of the “Myrtle” is not o;
aremembranceof
are enjoying here and there the comforts of thein
stitution of slavery, Which was fastened
a deserted, rustic,old cabin, all enjoying life.
upon Alabama by the rapacity of Yankee
and happiness in hopes of a new home in
ship owners and merchants after Georgia,

&e.
=
"and settled up to the west edge of it. The
As for healthy judging from a few soilis good. Someof it has a few stones
leading circumstances probably no country in itand some has none. Some portions of
west of the Mississippi river is more it have living water on it and some pertions
healthy than ours, First, there are but few have not, but water can be obtained by
grave-yards here, and they are thinly pop- digging from 20° to 40 feet. The land is

be obtaining

emancipation

forgiveness, for which Sunday schools are
pected to get forty bushels of wheat to the designed,
it became necessary for Rev. Mr.
acre. Itwould also be surprising to see the*
Buckley to send all the way to Dover, N. H.,
amount of immigrants stopping along the for a copyof the ¢‘ Myrtle” nine months
river in search of homes, some living in old.
:

Having lived in this place more than five
years away from F. W. Baptists and desiring’

and how are the crops and the market ? &e.,

there is no

Milly had never heard of Jesus, and she

took the loss of her child very hard.

| schools must remember, and never forget
I have recently been taking a long solong asRev. Mr. Buckley desires to go
prairie ride up and down the Neosho valley to Congress, that it was the usual practice
for the purpose of viewing its rich prairie among the people of this district to lash farms and improvements; and it would be colored’ girls with ¢¢ cruel blows” across
surprising to a doubting mind what rich their ¢¢ cringing shoulders” until the off-

Richmond,

healthy, and have you good water there,

Secondly,

later editions

which then owned the territory of Alabama, ——
had decreed under Gen. Oglethorpe that
slavery should never exist within its boun\
=

he was forced to do by the South is claim-

almost all parts of the United States asking
information about this country. And as it
will be a task to correspond with all pri~
vately, I will address
all inquiring friends
through the- Star, giving a few facts that
may be of some interest to those ‘who are
wantingto come west. They ask, Is it

ulated.

= The

Kansas will be no exception to the general continues the * Myrtle,” ‘‘ how our good
improvement of the state. As new diffi- President, Abraham Lincoln, now goneto
culties arise we appreciate the benefit of hisreward in heaven, said one day that
having troops constantly on the frontier. slavery should .be no more.” Then Milly
Governor Harvey has done all that a Gov- first heard of Jesus and ‘‘ of the bright
ernor could be expected to do. He has Heaven where her sweet baby had gone.”
not only kept the United States authorities And now as she sits nursing the white child
advised of our danger and urged them to of her good mistress, she thinks’ that her
send government troops, but applied for own babe isin heaven, and she is consolauthority to raise a regiment of Kansas ed. This is the story. The point of it is
men, The Indians seem to know what not so much that Rev. Mr. Buckley brought
Kansas volunteers mean.
the Bible for the first time to the flocks of
~ Kansas will in a few years, if immigra- Rev. Holland Thompson and Rev. Allen

some

with

brush

on itand-some without. This land lies
near the timber and on a good road, and
it may be had for the moderate price of $6,25

per acre on liberal time.

Please, brethren,

come and take it and we will build up a
F. W. Baptist icterest here that
the world.
:

shall
;

bless
:

For further particulars direct to
Richmond,

St. Croix Co., Wis.

rt

It appears that the Myrtle has made its
appearance in Alabama and has created so
much excitement
that the Montgomery
DArLy MAIL has a column, editorial, against

electioneering

document.

used is of last October’s issue. The whole
article would doubtless be interesting to
many of our readers. It is as follows;
ELECTIONEERING ON SUNDAY.
On Sunday last, Mrs. C. W. Buckley, wife
Radical

the box ofa

second-rate theater, provided he belongs to

the Radical party.

5

On the second page of this wonderful Sun.

day-school paper is an engraving representing a tree, upon which the word ¢¢ slayery” is inscribed.
A meek-looking individual with spectacles, who looks as though

he might be a half brother

of Buckley and

Ely, is cuiting down the tree. A number of snakes (evidently Democrats who

support Worthy) are hissing from the roots
of the treeat the gentleman in spectacles.
A number of persons are attempting to prop
up the tree. One of them is a rebel preacher, with

his

foot on

a

Bible.

Another is

a person in uniform, supposed to be a disloyal officer ofthe army, like Hancock or
Still another is an officer of the
Blair..

A little distance from the tree is a grogshop, labeled +‘ rum,” around the door of

which are collected a company of disloyal
Demo
» (among them, probably, Judge
Rice). who\|pelt the good man in spectacles

The

Mav is dated July 9, 1869, and the MYRTLE

ofthe

es religion, never ciaims to be a Christian,

canascend to heaven from

on a ledger, also trying to hold up the tree.

The Myrtle out South.

it ad an

edby the ¢ Myrtle” as a thing entitling the
Radical party to the gratitude ofthe negro.
Another precept taught by the ¢¢ Myrtle” is’
that a man who drinks whiskey in low barrooms, tells smutty anec@otes,never professs

government, (supposed to be the late President) with a small stick labeled * veto.”
Then there is a business man, with his foot

WELLINGTON PIERCE.
New

candidate for Congress, dis-

tributed among the children of the colored
Sunday school, at the Swayne Academy,
a number bf papers purporting to be copies
of a Sunday school paper. We have been
furnished with one of the papers by a spectator. 'It is entitled ‘‘ The Myrtle,” having
a frontispiece representing a church and
school-house, beneath which is the legend,
¢t Suffer little children to come unto me.”
So far, so good ! ,We have no objection to

form

{ke any honest person to inus what
Christian precept is incul-

cated

by such a cartoon

as this which Mrs.

Buckley
was industriously
circulating
among the negroes last
Sunday.
The
whole thing is a falsehood from beginning
toend. Itiss miserable slander upon our
people, and an impudent attempt to use
Sunday schools and the sacred day set apart
for the worship of God "as occasions for appealing to political passions in the interest
of a radical candidate for Congress. This
“ Myrtle” professedly holds aloft the ins?
junction of Christ, ‘¢ suffer little children to
come unto me,"—but it actually proclaims,
¢¢ persade little children and their parents
to come to Rev. C. W. Buckley, candidate

for Congress on the Radical ticket |"
Sunday school papers, to the sacred legend,
or to the distribution of Sunday school. paOur COLLEGES,—According to the Yale
pers among the colored children of Swayne
School. But we have a. decided objection College Courant, “Few are aware of the
to this particular issue of ¢ The Myrtle.” vast amount of Rationalism among the stuUpon examination of its contents, we find it dents, of American colleges.
Were
the
to be an insidious attempt te use the San- facts known to what proportions such in-

fidelity has reached among

day school, as a means of strengthening the
claims of Rev. CW. Buckleytoa seat in

:

the students of

our colleges, the Christian church would be

Congress. Thisissue of the ¢ The Myrtle” is

:
.

towns

growing like magic and scarcely a day ‘ble to the pending Congressional election.
passes without witnessing the erection of
But this particular edition of Oct. 10th,
some new fbuilding,
the laying out of some 1868, was deeméd to be just the thing to
new street, the building of some needed inflame the colored ming,
andto precipitate
‘sidewalk or other substantial improve- the Sunday schools and
parents of the
ment. Let us now have the Leavenworth, children into the support of Rev, C.IW.
Lawrence and Galvestin railroad together Buckley for Congress.
with the. Neosho valley railroad which we
On the first page of the ‘‘Myrtle” is a picconfidently expect, and“ a large city at ture of a negro girl nursing a white child.
Neosho Falls may be safely and swiftly ex- Appended to the picture is a story of the
pected.
<
; negro girl., She once had a child of her
Notwithstanding
the recent Indian diffi- own when she was a slave. All day long"
culties on our western frontier, we find the she was made to work in the * burning
hardy pioneers wending their way to the “sun, and. whenever she paused to rest, cruel
western and southwestern portions of Kan- blows from the whip of the hard-hearted
sas where there is as yet little or no im- task-master fell across her cringing shoulprovement made by the white settler. The ders.” Thd cruelty practiced towards her
men who take their livés in their hands resulted in the death of the child. Poor

Kansas, I have received letters from

present; and thirdly, the physicians here
have to resort to some other occupation bewhen we statedly turn back and revive an- sides the practice of their
profession for a.
cient customs, etc., still flattering ourselves living.
All immigrants coming from the
we are approaching an era of perfection. east must expect to undergo some
change,
Relics of ancient architecture show that in and it is sometimes
the case that the
some respects our modern models do not change of climate brings
on sickness but it
equal those centuries back; painting, poe- is not likely to last long. As for
water, all
try and music had rare masters ages since southern Kansas is well watered by springs
that can hardly be excelled.
:
: and streams, some of which are
large.
Our American
people certainly do a There are the Osage, the Neosho, the
great many wonderful things, and some- Virtigris, the Fall river, the Elk and Grand
times bring a finished perfection of their rivers, all of which bear the title of rivers,
inventions, but we cannot hesitate to ac- which flow in southern Kansas.
There, is
knowledge they bring curses too, in some no bitter water nor bad springs here.
instances. We have read that righteousFrom all parts ofthe country we get the
ness exalted a nation and that sin was a re- cheering assurance that the harvests will
proachto any people. Reckless expendi- be great and promise an abundant yield:
ture and corruption of what should be pure The winter wheat is now all safely hLarand noble cannot exalt us.
vested, and many farmers are stacking.
If we reach’the perfectiot we believe at- The spring wheat and oats which are now
tainable, the foundations of our govern- ready to harvest, are heavy and well filled.
ment must be based on virtuous economy. This is a growing season indeed ; accordMillions thrown away on idle officers will ing to the statement of old citizens, Kansas
have a sad reaction on those who labor. never had better crops. Corn and potaThe center ofour greatnational heart is at toes look well and promise a good crop.
the Capitol. If we send there, weak, rock- There are as yet no signs of grasshoppers or
less, intemperate, profane representatives chintzbugs, and if there is nothing to befall
who cannot govern themselves, the pulsa- the crops hereafter we shall have enough
tions that stir, move, and permeate our na- and to spare.
tiortal life will be corrupt. If rowdyism is
There is probably no better market ir
practiced there, it will be repeated at the west forall we have to spare, than we
home, and have a new license for populari- have in Kansas. Our railroads are nearing
ty. When Abraham Lincoln) lived and us little by little till by and by we expect
moved among men there, and it went out to see the iron horse pufling into our
with tender, touching -pathos that he county seat (Neosho Fallfywhich will make
prayed and besought the peoples prayers, an outlet for the overplus of our produce.
‘what was the tendency ? Every Christian This advantage, together with supplying
in the land was strengthened; every im- immigration, will create a good market.
pious heart honored him the more. Bless- Immigrants are pouring in upon us from all
“ad mem
of men like Washington and directions. For years there has been no
Lincoln at the head of our government, such immigration as has been witnessed this
who prayed!"
Pie
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some assurance that he would locate at or
‘daries, but also a remembrance that Lincoln
near Neosho Falls. I have also been visited
was forced to issue-a decree of emancipaby F. Baptist people from other parts of
tion in consequence of the determined
Kansas who wished to settle here. I will
struggleof the South. If the South had
open correspondence with all who are innever seceded, or if she had fought less notending to come to Kansas, and give all the
bly than she did, Lincoln would never have
information I can, free of charge.
;
thought of emancipation. But that which
LEMON CHADWICK.

cross; or their

Neosho Falls, Kansas.
about

Our

Freewill Baptist minister from the Quincy
Quarterly meeting in Ill.,who left with me"

tendency will be downward. ‘Wherefore
let him that thinketh he standeth take heed

lest he fall.”

neers are coming and settling.

of date, Oct. 10; 1868. Since that day, noless

than nine months have passed,
in which the
press at Dover, New Hampshire, has issued -

and towns as well as the rural districts are

Kansas.
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darkness would come to the light. These
are days that try men’s hearts,—the strongest even, must

portion of the state wherever land can be
pre-empted or bought, there the hardy pio-
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The Rev. C. H. Spurgeon tells the fol-- ed: ‘Settle -a minister? he cried, ‘I
lowing story in one of his sermons: = _
must stop that. Bring me my boots; an hour of right.
There is a story told of a most eccentric I must
go to Lyme this very night. I
THERE 18 threefold death in the sland erthey doing in Lyme?

Grist Mill,

as the case may be, in the same blank
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the side where I stand are herbless fields 2] suppose you always pray to God for take my boots, if my sarvent Dorr is at work, bloom and beauty pass to the features.
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only.
Also,
Pastor, &c. The latter can easily be done
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and
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Storm of Thoughts.
E—

First a great thought comes to the bosom
#4 that God 18 good—good to me and mine;
then the thought comes that he is purity
itself—his head like the
-the driven.-snow j-then, tha

spotless wool, and
he. is. mindful

iptures, while he said he maintained |
belief in Jesus Christ an# his Redemp- of all mankind,
and pours blessings even

- tion, I had compared him to some one

who

has a costly perfume in a glass vessel; he
breaks the vessel, thinking that he can at
the same time preserve the perfume, but he
loses it all. Set aside the inspiration of the
Scriptures, and all Christian doctrine will
This is not a theory, I have
-_ seen it to be a fact; therefore the question
is one of the
importance. Iam

not ignorantof

the objections,

into the laps of the unmindful and ungrateful ; then, that his judgments and apparent
severities are the greatest
possible mercies,
and will so appear when the vail of earth is

rent

asunder;

then, that the great and

good Being is like an immense fountain located in the center of the moral and natural

world, over whose broad surface no human

eye, aided by all the inventions

of art,

has

of the diffi- powerto travel—a gushing spring, Yolling

culties that are raised, but the plentitude of

a sea of glass and waves

of crystal—thro

the Divinity to be found in the Scriptures shar throb—to the Jolmugest bomadde of the

is too
to be in the least prejudiced by
them.
I say from the depth of my heart,
“Thy Word is
th.”
Not to believe
that the Bible is
God's m
e is voluntarily to deprive one’s self of all true, wholesome, well-founded

and

our

future

knowledge

state.

about God

It is returningto

darkness,—it is to ruin our own prospects,

uni verse

gushing out in music and

away like the cloudy and foaming

rolling

cataracts

beyond the storm-melted mountains. Thicker and thicker shoot into my soul rai and
illimitable thoughts of
!
7 bosom

swells with immortal afflatus, and I wish 1

was a spirit in heaven.

and perhaps also the welfare of many others with us.—N. Y. Observer.
:

The

Danger.
@

It is the misfortune of some young men,
to become prematurely’
popular. It is
usually a great calamity, and indiscreet men
and women often have much
to do in
bringing it about.
en a young minister learns that he is
¢¢ petitioned” for, and when in a dozen dif-

Ina time of much religious excitement
and consequent discussion, an honest Dutch
farmer on the Mohawk was asked his opinion as to which denomination of Christians.
was on the right way to heaven. ‘Vell,
den,”

said

he,

wheat to Albany,
the best,

¢‘“vell ven

ve

ride

our

some say dish road is

and some dat; but

it don’t

make

much ' difference which road we dake,
for when we get dare, dey never ask us
ferent ways he is praised to his face, he vich.vay ve come—and it’s none of their
must know himself pretty well if he is not pizinkss—if our wheat is good.”
spoiled, sometimes badly spoiled, by it. It
This, says the Christian Secretary, which
is true, he ought to know that those per- we find traveling the rounds of the par
sons who Somme his excellences in this pers, perhaps for the fortieth time, reads
way, are generally very poor judges of true very plausibly to many, no doubt. But
_ -vherit. But inflated with oF
of self- we venture to suggest that if a Dutchman,
greatness, he is apt to conclude that further or any other man, by reason of indiffer.toil in the path of improvement is needless. ence as to the sure and unquestionable
When he should be on the wing for still route to the place where his wheat was to
higher attainments, pressing forward in the be marketed, should chance to lose his way,
race for a laudable superiority, he sits down it would be but a poor apology for his
content to spend the rest of his days in the carelessness, that he was very confident
enjoyment of this easy-gained, hollow pop- his wheat was good. Besides, there might
ularity. He should know that if he aims at be such a thing as taking so roundabout or
nothing higher than
popularity his course is so perilous a road to his destination, that
a foolish one. As
he has covenanted to some of his wheat would be found missing
give his best powers to the service of God when he got there. It is hest to find ¢¢ the
it is highly criminal.
right way,”if possible, whatever the load
we carry.
»
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Church.

Voices

—

Itis not your business that keeps you
away from church meetings.
You could
attend, in the great majority of instances
if you wished
to
doso. You find no diffi“culty in attending to secular matters that
call you off from your principal business.
We cannot think that there are many men
who eannot spare two hours a month from

their business to attend their church conferepces.

vdid

And should it involve some 10ss,

they promise no sacrifice of interestor

convenience
selves with

when

the

they

church?

connected’ themHow

can

men

flatter themselves that they love-God and

of Grace.

It is marvelous and beautiful to observe
how various are the voices of free grace.
“Iam thirsty,” said one,
waters,” she cries.
‘‘I am

‘Come to the
hungry,” says

another.
‘‘Then eat ye that which is
ood,” she says, ‘‘ and let your soul delight
tself in fatness.” ‘ But I am
poor, and
have nothing to buy with.” ‘ Come buy
wine and milk without money and without

‘We are weary,” sighed the la-

rers inthe sun-beaten fields. ' *¢ Come un-

to Me,” breathes her answer like

nn

We often hear little children in their play
tell what they arelgoing to be when: they
grow upito be men and women.
I have
overheard’ them talking] on this subject;
and some were going to be ministers, some
doctors, some lawyers, some

‘so on.

teachers,

I once asked a little boy what

and

he

was going to be when he grew up to be a
man. He lookéd up into my face, and
with a smilereplied: “I am going to be
good.” What a beautiful answer! It is
right for us to decide what business we are
to adopt; but it is not right far us to be so
absorbed in the Shought as to forget God,
and forget tobe good. It takes some peoplea great whileto decide what profession
they will follow, wishing to choose the one
in which they can make the most money.
Christ said, ‘‘ Seek ye first the kingdom of
God

and his

things shall be

Tightaousness,

and

added unto you.”

all these

but the exag-

geritions of their good qualities.
Gop

wouLD

sooner

blow

home, at school, should

supply

out

the sun,

newspaper.
I well j remember § what a
marked difference there was, between those
of my school-mates who had, and those
who
had not, newspapers.
The first were
sways superior to the last in debate, composition, and general intelligence.”
To ENDURE present evils with
patience,
and wait for expected good with long suffering, is equally] the part of the Christian
and the hero.
Those evils would break
a proud man’s heart that would not break
a
nil Christian’s sleep.

fact, as we have recently learned that

blessed, therefore,

are

those

who

have a

:

A CENSORIOUS spirit is generally attended with self-complacency ; they think most
of themselves who are constantly condemning others;
he that .censures
himself,

pities, - prays for, and sympathizes with
| others, when their failings are discovered.

ars, the Washington

Street

church, Dover,

some

secure

effort, any church can

one

of

the organs how offered as premiums. Let
every one who reads this . go to work now,
and continue to work through the year in
etting subscribers for the Star, and by and
i» he will be rewarded. The offers which
we now

make

are

varied

numerous,

ahd

liberal. - Look at them.
Premiums for New Subscribers.
We offer the following premiums for new

heap of sand been stirred to make room for
One man had been preachmonths; two others four

were only three or four Protestant ministers

engaged in preaching

and laboring toward

From these pri;

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT
to Sunday

This

published

Baptist Printing

a

breeze

by

the

Are speedily and permanently

that old

Establishment,

and much

first of April.

improved

about

the

OF

It is printed on pdper ofa

This

Cough

very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications in-

under

the

new

Do-

law,

not

dry

up-

CAN BE CURED

GRACE’S

SALVE

pain, takes out the soreness, and reduces the most

an,
looking
fording relief

swellings and inflammations;
and a complete cure.

thus af-

SETH W. FOWLE & SON. Proprietors, Boston.

is 24

27

COLTON’S SELECT FLAVORS.
DELICIOUS, strictly PURE, of the Choicest Fruits.
Dr. J. G, Holland {Timotn Titcomb), Springfield, “They are the standard in al this vicinity.”

Julius

Sayer, Newport, R. I., the well known deal

“I have treb led my sales with them”?
Grocers and Druggists treble their sales with them,

er in Tuxuries.

eop6m30

CALL AND SEE THE

WILSON

Shuttle Sewing Machine
AT J. H. WINSLOWS,

Sample copies will be sent free on application.
]

Central Street, Dover.

hey do every variety of work, and come Twenty
J. G JINKENS
H
YE.

Singlé and by the dosen ; also Postage on the same.
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single,
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single,
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Dollars Cheaper than any other First Class Machi
the Markets.

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

This splendid Hair Dyeis

11,88

the best in the world;

126 he onlydrue and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,”
the forming of churches, and the raising of
do
12,52 stantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints,
Or,
,98
sacred edifices. In round numbers
there 257 pages. Price of each book $1,50.
9,14 remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
3 yor two Bo Sostriliars and $5,00,
are now sixty Protestant edifices in this
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or drown.—
with 20 cents
onal
to pa; postage
city, which are, some of them, elegant and
Bn Hig
ad
' dozen, we
3/26 rr
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
costly, where twenty years
there were Ls will send a copy of the new %e 00k %
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No, 16 Bop
none,
And there are in the State, we will Worship.” Price 31.00. Or,
Christian Ba)
, Bound, single,
25
,04
29 street, New York.
1y2
4] For two new Jubseeibers and $5,00,
do
0
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say three hundred church buildings, of all
with 28 cents
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to pa
stage
PARLOR
STEAM
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varieties and all Protestant names, where
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Butiars "He Life aof Marks,
Made entirely of Metal; Boiler and Furnace eomtwenty years ago there were none. And - will send one sony of
single, 1,00 20 1320 lete;
will work for hours if subplied with. water,
do
do
dozen, 9,60
240 12,00
Price $1,60. Or,
these sacred structures, with their 60,000 ology,” 456 pages.
free from danger; a child can
work them. Sent
Church
Member’s
Book,
gingle,
,30
,08
-,38
5. For the same, and (20 cents additional
worshipers and their 50,000 Sunday school
Address,
d
|
tree
with
instructions for $1 0.
do
do
dozen, 2,88
,60
348
ALTER HOLT,
postage) we will send one copy
of | prea
pupils are as a proof and pledge of hard to pay
. single,
25
04
290
3m27
NO. 102 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK,
do™
dozen, 2,40
,36
2,7
work, and an assurance of the power of} ‘ he Hi story of the Freewill Baptists, F479 Thoughts
upon Thought,
single,
,25
,04
2
truth and righteousness, a
greater and more pages. Price $1,20.
A VALUABLE GIFT.—80 pages. Dr. 8S. 8.
The e BookBook of
of
Wors! Worship,
Soran6, 50
% % FITCH’S “DOMESTIC ¥AMILY PHYSICIAN»
thrilling achievement than
the temple which
IV.
do
do
1
dozen,
9,
2,14
1
describes
all Diseases tac viielr Remedies, Sent by
first stood on the hill of Moriah.
Sony of Jesus, (Ques, Book.)single,
,
X
,19 mail, free. Address DR. 8, 5. FITCH,
1. For three new subscribers and $7,0
do
d
yr 1y
28
1,7?
m10
714 Broadway,
New York,
CHARACTER# not shaped by trifles any 50, (with 30 cents additional to pay post- Lessons fo ev! x Sunda by inl,
"
e Year,
ook) single,
|
more than marble is sculptured by puffs of age) we will send ¢‘ Life Scenes from the
GENTS
WANTED
do
do
o .
dozen, 2,00
oT
rt
-—FOR~—
©
air. Only by hard struggles, and stern four Gospels.” Price $2,00.
Appeal to Conscience,
single,
I
04
18
Or,
The Cheapest and Best Religious Book now offered.
conflicts with temptation, and resolute selfdo
do
do
dozen,
1,85
20
1
2. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
single,
,08
0
0 A¥-Immense Sales! Large Profits! Send for a Cir
mastery, does the divine principle assert (with 16 cents additional to pay postage) Communionist,
do
dozen,
,771
’
cular
W.J. HOLAND;
its supremacy and carve its immortal love- .we will send a copy of the new $500,00 Choralist,
single,
,7%
,
2
N
Springfield; Mass.
0
dozen, 1,20
144
8
liness into every faculty and .mood of the prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
Minutes
of
General
Confer
mind. The sharpness of our trials, and the entitled ‘¢ Andy Luttrell,” .and pronounced
ence,
single,
,75
,20
9
BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
hardness of our lot, show what we are
Aa Thereis no discount on the Minutes by the
a superb book for the Family and the
made of, and how Jong we are to last.
Natura's Crown.
Sabbath School ;—ar, we will send-the new
THE WARDEN of the Massachusetts and valime of more thah 400 pages, written in
Vou Must Calrivate it
other State prisons says: ‘ During my competition for the $500,00 prize, entitled
« GRAY HAIR
¢¢
Shining
Hours,”
which,
in
literary
exceleleven years connection with the State
Is u certain indication
prison, twenty-one persons were imprison- ence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last mened for killing their wives, two for killin,
of decay at the roots.

nee 1B ok 1%

¥

Abertisements,

were drunk when the crime was committed.

tioned Price $1,50. Or,
8. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
we will send the *‘ Sabbath at Home,” for

These men,” he adds, * were not bad men,
\ except when under the influence of liquor.”

the current year, commencing with the No.
for January. Price $2,00.

A CLERGYMAN had taught an old man

Vv.

fathers, and one for killing

all but one were

habit

his mother’; an¢

drunkards, ‘and

in

pupil. After his lessons had been finished,
© had not been able to call at the cottage for

some

time,

and,

when

he

did,

he

onl

found the wife at home. ¢‘ How's John?”
‘« He's canny, sir,” replied his wife. “How
does he get along with his reading?”
¢¢ Nicely, sir.” ¢¢ Ah, I suppose he’ll read
his Bible very comfortably now.” ‘ Bible,
sir! bless you, he was out of the Bible and
into the newspaper long ago.”
A LADY in one’of the papers relates.
sweet little instance of a child's delicate
thoughtfulness.

She says, I asked

a little

For

six how ‘subscribers

and

$15,00,

(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
the first volume of Strong and McClintock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopaedia.
Price $5,00.
For

eleven

.
new

subscribers

50, (with $1,836 additional to

and $27,-

pay post-.

age) we will send the first and second volumes of the Cyclopsdia. Price $10,00.
a:
VII.
J
00,

For

sixty

we

wi

new

ive

subscribers

one

of

NEW

Baker

INSTITUTION.
fmpeortant

TERM begins August, 24 1860.
BOARD
OF INSTRUCTION.
Rev: A. 1B, Meservey, A. M., Principal.
GEORGE C. CHASE, A. B.
Miss Lizzie CoLBY,
JOHN H, RAND, A, B.
Miss T. A. R. Dow,
J. 8, MONTGOMERY,
Miss L, D. MOORE,

A REAL

Mgrs, H, M, P, MILLER,

Natural

KY

AUSTIN

Miss MARY EF. GANN'

ACADEMY,

At Centre

Strafford,

HE FALL TERM

N.

RN.

H.

ro

Life, Color and

Mr. Marston was

FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSBAMUM, another
preparation for the Hair ; clear and transparent,
without sediment, It is very simple and often produces
wonder,
ol results. Its great superiority and.
as a
Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades 4
acknowled, 3 oy al wel only Whi’ coun
but in
Europe.
The Restorer and Zylobalsamum should wot
be used one with the other
BOLD BY ALL DRUGGIATA.

at Bates

1y9

College, is a

Primary, $3,560,

Board from $2,25 to $3,00,

Rooms can. be had for those who wish to board
themselves.
.
.
GEO. OC. PEAVEY, President,
j

WARREN

FOSS, Secretary. -

‘WILTON

“iso

-

vi

3

aooeas By Pall snd by the

.

. K.

LAPHAM

INSTITUTE.

HE FALL

TERM will Somuence on MONoo.

OH. RICKER, Principal
No. Scituate, B. I, July 96,1860,
=. ¢

oh Be lit of elas
!

vertising

1

;

tele

miles distant,

contract for

this paper.

DAY, Aug. 80, pod continue

SEMINARY,
IOWA.

; authorized to
delphia, are

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL,
HE FALL TERM will commeice Wednesday,
T Aug. 25, and continue 14 weeks.
J.
LONTON.
New Hampton, N. H., July 26. 1869. '.

Languages, $5,00,

Centre Strafford, N, H., July 21, 1869.

, Phila

Bodh NOE (00% Brown's Iron
n

TUITION,
Common English, $4,00

Higher English, $1,50.

giete,

v8, Tribune

Publishers’

ASSISTANTS.

educated

Beauty.

Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duger & Co., Wholesale Dm
35 Barclay St. sud 40 Park Place, New Vira

thorough scholar, and experienced teacher.

}

ALLENS

It will promote luxuriant growth.

of 11 weeks will commence

COMPETENT

A.

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing

!

3 12

‘SB. M. PETTENGILL
& 00,, Newspaper Advertis-

ng Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 87 Park Row,
New York, are suthorized
to tontract for advertising
in the Star,
-

ho

Je

TUESDAY, August 24, under the instruction of
My, A. NN, MARSTON,
Principal,
WITH

Change.

HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
Combined in One Bottle,

. HAIR
RESTORER
Will estore Gray Hair to its

There are three de
ents, Classical, English,
and Commercial.
Students contemplating either
course are entitled to a corresponding diploma. The
Trustees are confident that the Institution has never
been more worthy of a liberal patronage than at present. Send for a circular.
:
"Apply EARLY to the Prineipal.
E. C. LEWIS, Sec’y of Trustees,
New Hampton,N, H., July 15, 1869.
4130

and

Well-built Christians.

HAMPTON

yu

and $150,-

from the waters, ‘ and I will give yop
rest.”
you called
your Randall's Five
Octave Single Reed Organs,
« Cast thy burden on the Lord and he will boy last evening, ¢‘ Have
randmamma
to
tea?”
¢
Yes,”
he
oll
ay
in Black Walnut Case.
nsportation to
pilgrim
|
&
sustain thee,” she whispers to .the
worship P—Chris. Index.
ready to faint on the -highway. ¢‘ Behold * whenIwentto call her she was asleep, be paid by the receiver.) Price $85,00.
VIII.
the
Fountain,” she cries to the guilty; and I didn’t know how to wake her. I
‘“the Fountain opened for sinand unclean- .didn’t want to halloo at grandma, nor to
For eighty-hive new subscribers and
shake
her;
so
I
kissed
her
cheek,
and
that
ness.”
To the lost, she cries, ‘‘Iam the
$212,560, we will give one of Baker and
Way i" to the ignorant,
‘Iam the Truth;” woke her very softly. Then I ran into the Randall's Five Octave double Reed Organs,
hall,
and
said
pretty
loudly,
¢
Grandma,
tea
Dr. T. L. Cuyler, of Brooklyn, says, to the dying, ‘I am the Life.”
in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
pithily, in the Evangelist:
How
her welcome to the sinnéry is ready.’ And she never knew what woke be gail by the Ter
Adapted to the
her”
How
good
it
is
to
be
kind
and
genA well-built Christian is harmonious in how soo
‘her consolations to the mourne
:
parlor or vestry. Price
$125,00.
all his
parts. No trait shames another. er, how inspiring
her tones to him that is
IX.
Heis not a jumble of inconsistencies,
~to- faint of heart!
THE NATIVE Christians of Indiaand Asia
There is no disease for which
day devout and to-morrow frivolous; to- she has not a remiedy, no want for which’ Minor,
give more in proportion to their
For one hundred and Joy new subday liberal
to one cause and to-morrow she has nota supply; and every one who means than those of any part of England soribers and $375,00, we
ve one of
niggardly towards Sith or to-day Suen appliesto her shall confess at length, ** It or America. The custom of dedicating a Baker and Randall's Five
ve Three
in prayer and to-morrow fluent in Polite is enough; I am blessed as if all the meth- tenthis rapidly becomihg
universal, and Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
falsehoods, He does not keep. the fourth ods and riches of grace were tor me alone! many churches make it an iteni of their cov- seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
esommandment on Sunday, and break the —Hoge.
§ enant.” i
the latest excellences snd improvements.
er

TA

does

the cause behind, as is the case

‘Works like magic on OLD SORES, BURNS ScALDS,
Cuts, Wounds,
Bruises, Sprains, Chapped Hands.
Chilblains, &c. -Itis prompt in action, soothes the

cents .a year; and no more on 8 copies,
or any number between one and 8; when
-sentto one address; than on a single one;
The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the
first number
in April.
Orders are solicited.
;
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrile.

his cause, when they can excuse themselves
on such flimsy pleas for absence from his

o

leave

CONSUMPTION

TerMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PostacE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle,

and

CHERRY.

preparation

By a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials received by the
proprietors.
repared by SETH W, FOWLE & SON, BoSTON,
and sold by dealers generally.

All orders and remittances for the paper
BURLINGAME,
ha

WILD

well-known

Lungs and allays irritation, thus removing thecans:
of the complaint.

to Rev. J. M. BAILEY, EDITOR, Dover,N. H.
R.

cured by the use of

with most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses tha

tended for publication should be addressed
should be sent to L.
ver, N. H.

and reliable remedy,

“Wistar’s Ba ls

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged

teo

SORE THROAT, INFLUENZA, WHOOPING COUGH
Croup, Liver Complaint Bronchitis, Difficulty
of Breathing,
Asthma, Bleeding of the
Li
8, and every affection
of the
at, Lungs and Chest,

Myrt

semi-monthly,

Freewill

:

OOUGHS, 0OLDS, HOARSENESS. =

schools.

The

HI
e book entitled ¢* Sunny Skies ; or Advenf
tures in Italy,” 261 pages; or,

Boiler,

.

of these books, 75 cents.

1. For two new subscribersand $5,00,
months, and the spiritual hotise was fairly
begun. In all'the rest of the State there Cyith 16 cents topay. postage) we will send

Steam

4300. per
. - We want to engage
in the U. 8. and
Patent White
Wire Clothes Lines, Warranted
to last a lifetime
and never rust. For full particulars to Agents,
address the American
Wire Co.,
76 William 8t.,
New York, or 16 Dearborn 8t., Chieage, 1.

In another column, see

some

ONE OF THE best newspaper jokes lately
:
heard of, was unintentionally perpetrated subscribers to the Star.
upon themselves by the Rev. Mr. Rogers,of
JL.
emphis, and the Daily Times of Chicago.
1. For one new subscriber sand $2,50,
Mr. Rogers preached a sermon in advocacy
of Romanism as the true religion, and show- (with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
ing the futility of Proesant piscopal organ we will send any one of the following books,
izations; delivering
hat-he-supposed--was {Jjust-published,or.immediately to be publish~
the manuscript of this sermon to the Times ‘ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
reporter. He was astonished to read in by Mrs, L. Maria Child, viz. :
1. ¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
that paper next morning, a synopsis of a
2. ¢¢ Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
discourse delivered by him ten years ago in
8. ¢¢ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
defense of Episcopacy. He evidently drew
4. ¢¢ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages ; or,
his sermon from the wrong end of the bar5. ¢¢ The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
rel.
>
. ¢¢ A Rainy Day at School,”
by Mada,
TWENTY YEARS AGO not a Protestant 194
eg ; Or,
house of worship had been dedicated withBirth-Day Present,” by Mary
1. he
in the limits of
California. Scarcely had a Latham Clark, 174 pages.
Price of e
one in thiscity.
ing here eight

of théir class.

of our letters sent with money to pay for

obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
new subscribers to provide itself with two
good organs. Let other. churches go and

Bb

»

ces we make

Any one having sent for one of the Premiums offered last year, and not having received it, is requested to inform us of the

SECOND-HAND

We i,
Libraries to Sunday 81-2 x20 feet, with two Flues 13 inches
low rates as they can be in diameter.
schools a
Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap
bought elsewhere in New England.
ply to
3
In addition to the publications of othSWAMSCOT MACHINE CO.,
ers, we offer our own prize books which 16tf
SOUTH NEWMARKET, NV. il
are not excelled by any other books :
list, and retail prices.

Premiums.

and chase all thé stars of night into obliv- do likewise, and let no one of our churches
ion, than that the least promise givento however small in numbers, be without an
By a faithful, persistent and united
his saints should fail.
How
safe, how organ.
perfect trust in him?

At Wholesale Prices.

him with a

premiums have been lost, We wish to make
| good our promises.
By a united effort on the part of the
church members and Sabbath school schol-

Varieties.
SoMmE PEOPLE'S defects are

spoke as follows:
son is away from

his parish to read, and had found him an apt

—

rice.”

il

influence of the press,
« Every parent, whose

ley

Right Road.
a,

Absence

Going to be—What?

preacher recognized him,

—§

O—

for

but he

it back! ¢ You said you would never pray,”
said the minister, “if I gave you half a
crown ; do you want to pray ?” “Oh yes ;
I would give the world to be allowed to
pray.”
That man was a great fool to sell
his soul for half a crown ; but some of you
are a great deal bigger fools, for you never
had the half-crown, and yet you do not
pray, and I dare say never will ; but will go
down to hell, never having sought God.

“ Thus did God’s day serve as a span
All things to bind together;

—

of wor-

for the text was—* What shall it profit a
man, if he shall gain the whole world, and
lose his own soul ?” The preacher remarked that he knew a man who had sold his
soul for half a crown. The poorman rush-

in all the

Seeing a man reject the inspiration of the

John,”

trembling which had come upon him.
One
night he recognized in the
preacher the
very man who had given him the half-crown

as

wl

‘¢ Well,

sold himself to the devil;

really

luxury of rest! The serene, peaceful look
of all, filled me with gratitude, to think
fast the Sabbath is a blessing even to the
east.

God’s: Word.

to his

and would soon be carried

ship, conscious that

days’ toil, was a pleasant thought; and fo
notice the glee of some of them, as they
the

wife, and

off to hell,
:
‘He commenced attending places

must feel the comfort

on

He went home

devil

of freedom: from the "pressure of the six

rolled or lounged

e thought it ¢ver, and it made

him feel wretched.

said she, ¢‘ you may depend upon it, it was
the devil ; you've sold yourself to the devil
for half a crown.” This so bowed the
- poor wretch down that he did not know
what to do with himself. This was all his
thought—that he had sold hinfself to .the

One of | the%pleasantest country sights
that I remember to have Seen ‘was a fine
large meadow,
where some farm-horses
were enjoying themselves on the Sabbathday. It was inthe busy season of the hay
harvest this year; and no doubt the poor
beasts had ew) worked very hard the
whole week. To see them quietly grazin
their fill, without any fear of whip or bridle—no iron galling their mouth, no weight
sides—to

he,

smn

as Ilive.”

The Day of Rest.

at their

says

of beer.”
i
oe took the half crown, and promised
never to' pray as longsas he lived. He
went to his work, .-and when he had been
for a little while, he thought to
diggin
himself, ¢¢ That's a queer thing—I've taken
money, and promised never to pray as long

and promising growth.
I rejoice at the
kindly care thus bestowed, and Wy hope
and prayer is, that under such ausp!
the promise which meets my eyes may be
my
fufilled, and that from these luxuri. antfields a harvest may be gathered richer and more abundant than has ever Jet
been stored in the granaries of our land.”

working-horses, they

‘Oh,

drop

1 see the tokens of judicious cultivation and
careful tendance, recompensed by a free

pulling

live.”

15 inches

:

ey

its coulter would be obstructed by the icebound sods, On the side to which I look

ty

you

shall be very glad of half a crown to geta

each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues

NH SEER

as ever

put into the ground,

on the

[=]

and if the plow were

DANIEL WEBSTER, in a discussion

Boilers

RR SS

it is too late for any further hopeful tillage ;

WEALTH bears‘ more heavily ontalent
no further opposition. The minister was than on poverty; under gold mountains
settled, but
opponent carried the title and thrones, who knows how many a spirof my ‘‘sarvent Dorr” with him to his grave. itual giant lies crushed and buried?
—Chnrch Advocate.

5

frozen soil, and the shadows of approach- don’t you?” ¢“No,” said he, “I do not
ing night. On the side to which I look know that I do.” ¢ What,” said-the min* are emerald meadows, fields of springing ister, “do
you
never pray? ‘No.”
wheat, orchards in bloom,
transparent “Then I will give you half a crown, if you
streams, and a genial sunshine. With me, will promise
me you never will, as long

&

name of Dorr.

told him, right out.

Selling the Soul.

dim with twilight, should be permitted by a
“What a lovely morning! How
sort of miracle to look upon a neighboring re- him,
grateful we eught to be to God for all his
gion glorious with the bloom e I spring and mercies
!” The man said he did not know

“a

[J

I came

trained to succeed us on the stage of the
world, that I am in the situation of one who,

. standing

ahbath

there i~ no Christian morality; and without this, free institutions cannot long be

thought,” he said, ‘‘ that I died and went
TEMPTATION is the fire that brings up the
run his intelligent faith or his well-order-, away where wicked people go, and as scum of -the heart.
a
soon as Satan saw me he asked where
ed conversation.
a

at the annual

our

fuel

time ; nor does his spiritual fervor ever out-

Bryant, at the

dinner, he said:
:
:
:¢¢ Tt has occurred to me since I, in the decline of life, came to visit once more this
geat of learging

he neglects.

seasons, that he is cold as

A touching speech was that of the ven- Nova Zembla
Being called upon to speak

which

He does not so consume his spiritual

BA

erable poet, William Cullen

‘WHERE THERE isfno] Christian

-

ee,
_. Many years ago the good people.of Lyme, | sustained...
of a glass of toddy for himself. He does Conn., were earnestly opposed in Yheir efWE cANNoT make pure our prayer with
not exhort or pray at each of the few forts to settle a pastor over the only church our own breath, parts, and
." The Homeetings he attends to make ¥p arrearages ia town, by a cross-grained man by the BH Spirit breathes
purer prayer into, and

should cease to.be

ure, surely then we
- hasty!

Sarvent Dorr.”

A

:

TRA SH

THE

ee

ee

STAR: AUGUST 11, 1869.

pendent, and so obtain and niaintain her Baptist families member of his church, quite’ we canage finished, with from $25 to $50 °
ground on every field of competition. Thus ‘at homewand happy,as they may well be, to furnish each room for'Becupancy. |
only can her rights and interests be secured. in this fellowship.
The church persists in | We need $100 to purchase.a. bell so hii
of
Pennsylvania
may
and
may
not
be
the
were all Balted it the proper place, he took
We have no faith in this new philoso” being called a ‘ Baptist church,” refus- we may enforce regularity.
anniversary of the. day of the crucifixion.
his station on the outside of one of-them
phy of the antagonism of ‘the sexes.— | ing all prefixes, which imply that by
We need a few hundred dollars’ word of
near the center of the line, and rehearsed
Who knows? The Independent Republican,
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 11, 1869.
will furnish some of
-|his somewhat Sophomoric oration with of that State, in an article on the subject, We believe that the family relation; insti- adopting the sentiment of Bunyan, .Hall, apparatus. Who
tutedof God at the beginning, and - per. Spurgeon, and we might add, Christ and these things and lend them to the ‘Lord
&
abundance of voice, though with rather
says:
HBORGE T. DAY,
Editor,
doubtful emphasis. = The first'speech had © “We know not the year, nor the month, petuated: by him through all dispensa- his apostles, on the Communion question, for the use of his people P
tions, is the best for all. Its destruction
they cease to be Baptists, or become *¢ irI presume the time will come,—perhaps
nor the week, nor with certainty the day, of
for its subject a tree,—one,
apparently,
All communications designed for publication should where it came up from the soil, but soon that great transaction.
‘We know, from the would be fatal to the dearest intercsts alike regular,” and ‘inconsistent’ Baptists. For very soon,—when there will be a monube addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business dividing into two different species, * 8n Saviour himself, that, ¢ For as Jonah was of man and ‘weman ; subversive of true re- twenty years Randall and our churches
did ment erected to the pil John Brown
remittanees of money, &o., should be addressed to
one side thé tough, hardy, iron oak, on the three days and three nights in the whale's Jigion, morality, and society. Woman's the same, and it would have been better for here at the scene of his hefole deeds. Why
the Agent.
other «the tender, graceful, delicate elm,” belly, so shall the Son of Man be three days highest, best place, equally with man’s, is in the cause of truth, had our people persisted may not that monument take the form of
as the sonorous orator phrased .it. ‘The ‘and three nights in the heart of the earth.’ the family. School training should- always in claiming “the: name which historically, brick walls, in which shall be educated the
Summer Tours—A Specimen. second subject was the battle-ground well And we also know that, “ very early in’ the be loud on this idea.” Let our, girls as. well and doctrinally belongs to "us. If either sons and dangers of those he died to free?
N. C. BRACKETT.
toward Lake Champlain; and the third morning of the first day of the week,’ he as our boys be educated for all the duties of party should have a handle to their name
¢
a
Ay
life,
especially
with
a
view
to
their
position
implying
departure
from
the
old
Iandand
most
emphatic
of
the
three
recitations
Haprey, N. Y., July 80, 1869.
had
burst the barsof death, and risen
in the family, the most exalted and happy marks, it is the Close Communionists, not |.
Pennsylvenia-Correspondence,
"The stream of travel which flows up and was called out by the ruins. of the old fort again. That is all, I think, of what the
Scripture gives information—and, beyond | relation on earth, and most expressiye’ type we. I should rejoice if we could return to
down northeastern New York, has not yet itself. Judged by the language, the speechWe recently had the pleasure of attendof heaven.—J. J. B.
our first position or name and call ourcarefully prepared, .that authority, no Christian asks.
* overflowed its banks, nor ‘been swollen to es were Somewhat
ing the session of the Susquehanna Yearly
selves,
as
Randall
did,
Baptists
without
Now, if the crucifixion oceurred on Frithreaténing floods. - Saratoga is gay and true to the facts, patriotic and slightly pious;
Meeting, held at East Troy, Pa.
prefix or affix.
Letter from California.
lively, but it is rather expectant than satis- judged by the manner, their rehegrsal was day afternoon, he could have lain in the
The meeting wasof peculiar interest tons
Bro.
S.
has
a
very
pleasant
house
of
worthought
of
as
a
duty
to
be
performed,
even
tomb only that day, Saturday, and a part
mani
—
fied. -Ittakes promptly all that come, and
because
the church with which it was held
waits longingly. for crowds and competi- after they had grown as stale by repeti- of Sunday— part of three days—but only
SAN Francisco, July 20, 1869. ship, well located, with a thriving congrewas
the
one
with which we first united, in
gation.
But
he
is
alone.
Other
churches
tion. It yearns for hot weather, hoping tion as a popular lecture at the fifjieth de- Friday night and part of Send night—
Is the overland trip to California safe?
our
early
boyhood
days. Thirty years ago
of
like
faith
and
practice
ought
to
be
plantlivery;
judged
by
the
reception
which
hey
twoqights, and no more. If the crucifix- Many doubt it. A common reply to our
that it will bring long trains, large families,
last
month,
Asa
Dogg
Teds into the bapluxurious livers and plethoric purses. A met, they evidently ' gratify curiosity ., Wd ion was on Thursday aftet oon, it would proposal to make the trip, was, ‘It is ed here, so as to form an association and
tismal
waters,
just
at
the corner of the
afford
sympathy,
support,
and
encourageThe serious give that day, Friday, and Saturday—three dangerous.” ** The Indians will scalp you.”
score of hotels unite in swelling the RAL supply food for merriment.
present
house
of
worship.
= And our memoment.
There
are
good
openings
for
churchand
the
comicare
about
equally
mixed
in
i
days, counting the ¢ very early in the morn- ¢¢ The road is unsafe.” But there is really
¢¢ And yet there gis room,” and representary ‘of events dates back anterior to the coning’ of Sunday as only going to make up no more danger. on this trip than on going es if we had the men. May the Lord put
tives of still more private boarding-houses the operation,
One easily discovers on passing over the fractional part of Thursday but leav- from New York to Chicago. Troops keep itinto the hearts® of brethren to come to nection of all the present members of the
study the faces of arriving tourists in the
this
tongue of land that is thrustin between ing three full nights. This would Iit- a sharp look-out for Indians at all exposed this coast, and work for Christ. They will church, with the exception of less than half
search for guests.
The waters sparkle
a dozen. The church is the oldest of our .
with the promise of health to invalids, the lakes, the military importance of the erally fulfill ‘the three days and three points; and the track is generally well find Bro S. ready to co-operate with them |
denomination in all these parts, and has enand
encourage
any
proper
effort,
which
though the promise is poorly kept; the position, and no longer wonders at the nights’ spoken of in ‘Matt, 12: 40. Friday laid, in a good condition, and the trains run
may be made.
joyed the labors of many of our old veteran
prominent
part
it
played
in
the
wars
of
the
P.
M.
to
early
Sunday
A.
M.,
is
not
propbands discourse pleasant. music at Conwith great care.
Someof the bridges are
erly three days, though they might techni- temporary, and not safe, but trains cross + Temperance people have a great work to ministers, including’ “Thornton and Colby.
gress Hall and the Union, as though there last century. } It is the real gateway conAlmost every one uses intoxicat- Its membership has not varied much from
were only harmony in the great parlors, necting the wide country above and be-. cally be called parts of three; but no one them very slowly; and new, substantial dohere.
one hundred for the last thirty years. It
ing
liquors,
and the amount of drunkenTow,
can
possibly
make
‘three
nights’
between
instead of fashionable hatreds ard - discordstructures are being erected to take their
Ford Ticonderoga was the key of the po- Friday evening and early Sunday morn- places. Upon the whole, passengers are ness is immense. .The churches generally built the first Freewill Baptist house of worant criticism ; the planned races guarangee
ship in all this country, and is now worshipexhilaration, and will yield ,dust and dig. sition.. It commanded the upper portion of ing.
surprised on passing over the route, to find stand up boldly for temperance, and pro- inginits second house, a very neat structcomfort; and the ‘* hops” that are promis- Lake Champlain, and the approaches to it
Incidentally, then, we may consider it as the road so good, and the journey so agree- | test againgf the use of native wines as a
beverage.
The plea that the introduction ure, with a fine steeple, and bell, the glory
ed invite to a paradise, and arg sure tos from’ the South and West. For the period most probable, if not an established fact, able, and unwearisome.
»
of
light
wines
will decrease the use of of the latter house considerably exceeding
furnish dissipation and food for scandal: itwae a work of great extent and-strength. that the crucifixion must have been as earCalifornia is a new world. Everything
that of the former.
Saratoga is a brilliant village for three It§ site was admirably chosen, and on the ly as Thursday—may have been on Wednes- differs from the Atlantic States; mountains, stronger drinks, is effectually confuted by
- In returning, after ten years of absence,
potent”
facts
which
abound
in
this
state.
months, and then a stupid one for nine; seaward side it was well-nigh impregnable.
day-—hence, that Good Friday is a false- valley, trees, fruits, soils, weather, money,
a very marked progress is discernible in the
Wine
just
paves
the
way
for
brandy
and
but the brief splendor is morally worse In shape it nearly conformed to the usual hood and a delusion.
prices, occupations. It is so strange to see
character and spirit of the Y. M. generally.
than the prolonged stagnation. There is figure of a star, it covered nearly five acres
¢ Then, let us observe Good Thursday.’ the fields white and crisp with drought, makes drunkards of thousands who otherThere is more order and method, increased
doubtless a measure of health for the body of ground, and its masenry, though offering —Well, I witkyif you Will find any comand no one expecting rain for months to wise would have been temperate. The intelligence, in both ministry and membercbnviction
is
deep
here
that
the
general
use
inthe waters, but there is poison forthe onlya feeble resistance to- the heavy -ord- mand for, or exampfd of it in the Book.
come!
How the cattle live upon these
ship, more and more wisely directed benevspirit in much of the social ait. While the nance of to-day, would have held aut long But I would not, even then, impose it upon parched fields, is a mystery. But they are of wine aggravates the evil of intemperolence, and an increased spirit of enterprise
ance to a fearful extent.
liver finds a stimulant, the ‘conscience oft- and stoutly against the wie
of a hun: anybody else.”
fat and sleek, and seem to be well fed.
without any diminution of the warmth or
Californians
deal
in
superlatives,
when
» en settles into stupor. God's gifts here dred years ago. Built by
" Again, we object to such a law because
the French,
By irrigation a few spots are kept green,
would carry healing, but Fashion frequent- taken from them by the English, and cap- it is imposing a sectarian burden. The But the bulk of the country looks as ‘if all they speak of the climate, resources, and strength of the spirit of devotion, as was
manifested by the social meeting,on Sat. P.
ly cheats them of their value.
prospects of this coast; and there are
tured by the Americans at the opening of Constitution of Pehn. says that ‘no pref- the life of vegetation had been consumed.
M.,
ofthe Y. M. The Pa. Home Mission
When the stream of travel sets north the Revolutionary War, its ruins are even erence shall ever be given by law to any But the people look forward to October, as weighty reasons for. this. The climate is
Society has been a very efficient agency in
from this fashionable‘ watering-place, it yet eloquent with the story which it helps religious establishments or modes of wor- the eastern people.do to spring, and proph- superb, the resources immense’; the growth
miraculous, and the prospects of increase | promoting progress and improvement in the
runs through a delightful region. The route to keep alive, and with the suggestions that ship,” and yet in this case, the State has esy rich verdure, and ‘beauty then, which
via. Whitehall and through Lake Champlain crowd upon the visitor who wanders among shown a preference for the Romanists, shall continue all winter, and late into flattering; yet there are disadvantages, Y. M. as well as among our churches in
which most people do confess, with some other patts of the State.
isa pleasant one. But the ride up the val- the crumbling piles of rubbish, inspects Did not ‘those legislators forget their oath spMing.
Of the ministry of thirty years ago, only
ley of the Hudson, and then across tothe the sections of masonry still standing up- when they endeavored to enforce the RoWe have seen but
Society is yet quite unsettled, sud never reluctgnce however.
Asa
Dodge and Aaron 8. Whitley remains.
hed of Lake: George, is not without pe- right, or gropes his way through the sub- mish holiday upon the people? Have they will become so orderly as at the east, on one man who admitted of no exceptions;
culiar attractions.
And especially will a terranean passages that are dim ¢ even in the not transcended their powers when they account of the large mining population,| even earthquakes and fleas, he claimed to Both were present at the Y. M.—working
* sail through the Lake, a visit to the notable light of noon.
¢¢ As for the earthquakes,” heartily and vigorously still in the good
Our travel took us along say a man shall pay his note a day before which roves about hereand there, seeking be luxuries.
battle-ground that lies on the neck ofland one of the prominent roads up to the fa- it is due because they have madc¢ a public the best paying mines, alternately rushing said he, ‘*I like them; the motion is de- cause, and rejoicing over its triumphs and
separating Lake George from Lake Cham- mous Adirondack wildegess, and there are holiday on the anniversary of a great event to a village and making it a city, and then lightful. I would not have missed the one its progress. Of its other ministry, there
were present, Tillinghast, Coggswell; Dewplain, and the survey of the ruins of old few finer spots of the a for a week of which did not happen on that day ?
rushing away from it, just as suddenly, last fall for anything.” But generally, the
ey, James, W, Brown, J. W. Hills, and O.
Fort Ticonderoga, whose surrender Col. rest and recreation than along the shores of
content
to claim that they
It is argued that ‘other rects regard and leaving it desolate. There are numer- people are
C. Hills, together with Hoag of the N. Y.
-Ethan Allen demanded * in the name of the Lake George.
have
the
best
climate,
the
highest
mounGood Friday.” “Well, let them regard it, ous villages all through the mining disGreat Jehovah and the Continental ConOf the return trip,—ofthe stay over night but not impose it on others by law. ¢Oitis tricts, with hotels, churches, school-houses, tains, the deepest canyons, the hottest and Pa. Y. M., and Griffith of the -Holland
gress, " furnish a rare enjoyment.
in the hospitable
homie of - newly- -made only a small matter.” Sois a small wedge temples of sin; and scarcely people enough | springs, the richest mines, .the grandest Purchase Y. M. Dea. Tyler, of Virgil, was
also present—as he has been at each of its
We speak from recent experience, hav- Christian acquaintances,—of the fishing ex- but let the sturdy blows fall upon itand it to break the silence.
The agricultural dis- water-falls, the best yield of wheat,the best sessions for the last twenty-nine years,
ing had aplacein a party, made up of cursion on the lake,—of the dinner party will be felt. -, ¢¢ Give all societies their holi- tricts stand in marked contrast to this; and harbor, the fastest people, the widest ocean
choice elements and of model proportions, gladdened and enriched by the spoils of the days.”—But civil government has nothing fortunately for the state, the area of agri- and brightest prospects of any state in the serving the Y. M. faithfully as its clerk.
©Oxe hundred dollars were pledged for our
and
confess
for the purpose of taking the trip through morning’s work,—of the ride homeward in to do with such matters. Besides, where cultural industry is constantly increasing union, or in the world;
institution
and cause in West Virginia, and
the lake and among its surroundings. the delicious coolness of the summer even- will such a precedent end? Will it not and has now become very extensive, and is that earthquakes are not agreeable. .
‘most
of
it
paid down.
The Lord reward
Every
one,
however,
looks
back
to
the
Bro. Hyde, who knows the whole territo- ing,—the air all fragrant with the scent lead to the adoption of the whole Roman very remunerative.
the good brethren! Itwas a good meeting,
*
States,”
as
they
say
here,
as
‘
home;”
ry, and whose faceis a passport among of new-mown hay and the balsamed breath catalogue? We can see no stopping place.
The various religious donominations. are
many of the good people, was captain-gen- ofthe . woods,—and especially of the pre- Then we would say to Pennsylvania in working industriously to plant and sustain and talk of going ¢‘ home ;” and exhibit the all was harmonious, aspirations heavenward
tenderest feelings of affection for *“ home,” were strengthened, and religious conviction
eral; Bro. Woodcock, whose large heart is cious and restful sleep that followed all, we the language of the above writer :
Christian institutions, and arg largely sucand
are overjoyed at the completion of the found expression in religious working.
go inadequate to hold his abounding good have no space to speak. We only pay a
Repeal the Good Friday imposition, and cessful. They appreciate the importance of
A.D. W.
nature that it is always rippling over his deserved compliment to the beautiful lake, let all our legal holidays be national and possessing this coast, and bringing it ginder: Pacific R. R. because it brings them so
much
nearer
‘*
home.”
They
welcome,
as’
face in smiles, was second officer and al- and the pleasant surroundings both in scen- not sectarian. Give us New Year's, the
Rev. J. W. Dunjee.
the reignol
Christ; sand uve sch, Song. ‘none but Californigns know how to welways on duty ; Bro. Belden, who joined us- ery and life, when we answer the tourist's 22d of February, the Surrender of Lee in men
and sustained them with money, that
April, the Decoration day sometime in May, the work may not fail to prosper. At the come, friends from the ‘‘ States,” and reat one of the landing-places on the lake, question about the line of travel by saying,
joice on every arrival from ‘ home,” as a Visit North—His Cards—Meeting-house at Winchesor June, the 4th of July, a Harvest Home
who knows all the mountains and islands “Go TO LAKE GEORGE, AND ENJOY IT.”
ter, Va.
present moment there aré strong special
in August or September, and a merry delegations, andageuts here from the Meth- peculiar event of personal interest. These
as a student knows the books in his library,
Before this notice shall have appeared
Thanksgiving, and we have seven legal ogists, Presbyterians, C. Baptists, and are genuine Yankees, true Americans, our in the Star it is
-.and who understands how to spice serious
probable Bro. Dunjee will
A Romish Holiday.
talk with wholesome pleasantries, acted
American Holidays scattered through the Congregationalists, sent over, to canvass. brethren; and the (East responds, Joyto be found again § his post of duty in Wintheir joy, thatthe Rail now spans the con| year. - These, with our 52 Sabbaths, and the the ground, look after old fields, and look
as interpreter and critic; while the special
chester.
There is a great tendency to increase the varied personal, family, neighborhood, so- out new ones, and organize, and promote tinent, and that we are henceforth to be
courtesies of Bro. Hulett, the hospitality of
His visit North has been very acceptable
Bro. Hall and family, the cordial welcome number of days set apart for recreation, ciety, church, and party celebrations, would the good work in all possible ways. Each but one week apart.—G. H. B.
to tke churches he hasgalled upon, and the
. and ready service of Bro. Davis, and the or in the name of religion. All this is well be enough for the health of body and soul, party is courageously striving to plant its
influence of his soul-stiring ‘appeals in beWe would call attention to the Book- half of the educational and religious inzest and completeness given to the party enough if it does not impose burdens upon for mind, nerves, or pockets., This would standard in every city, and village, and to
by the ladies who shared a portion of the the people which are detrimental to the leave every church, party, or person, to secure strong positions at all centers of in- case advertised in another column as very terests of the South, without regard to race
public good, or infringementson the rights honor such other days as they chose, with- fluence. I thank them, in my inmost soul, convenient for persons liable to change
trip, left almost nothing to be desired.
or color, will be felt for good when he has
of
conscience.
For instance, the Roman
out interfering with the preference or the I thank them for their zeal and noble en- their residence, it is so easily taken down, long been dead.
The start was made at four o'clock id the
Itis ifiusein
morning. A delightful ride of nearly twen- Catholics have no right to enforce the ob- rights of any others. That is true, Amer- deavor. Had it not been for such foresi gh packed and put up again.
And what is particularly gratifying to the
servance of their holidays upon us as pub- ican, Christian liberty, which leaves every
this
city,
and
for
vortability,
its great ex- friends of the cause in the Shenandoah
ty miles took us to the pier of the steamer
and prompt enterprise, whata pandemo
lic days to be generally observed, and these one accountable only to God, the final Judge,
cellence, gives entire satisfaction.
Valley, is the cheerful liberality with which
nium of disorder and immorality this whole
before eight. The new hotel at the head
towns and States which yield to the pres- and a free conscience.
A
the people everywhere have responded to
of the lake, named Fort William Henry
coast would have been!
I am ashamed,
sure are taking a dangerous course—a
his call for aid in the erection of a house
in honor of the old fortifications among
that we have no part nor lot in this good
course which will in the end involve them
Female Education.
of worship at Winchester.
work, that we have done nothing towards
which it stands, is as attractive to the eye
in difficulties from which it will not be easy
At his suggestion I trust I shall be pardonand as admirable in its appointments as it
The proper position of woman in society giving this western worldto Christ.
to extricate themselves. The Romanists
Storer College.
ed, if I remind those who have received his
The steamer
"is beautifal for situation.
Not
the
least
interesting
feature
of
the
bids fair to become erelong one of the
Minnehaha was soon bearing us down the will not be satisfied with any concession
Since writing my last appeal for Storer card and who in turn gave him to hope for
engrossing subjects of attention religious work here, is among the Chinese.
that may be made, but will make it the most
lake, beneath the shadow of the hills and
College
two reliable young ladies, living some assistance in that meeting-house
throughout the civilized world. The Wom- God has waited long for the church to send
stepping-stone for a greater demand.
twenty
miles
distant or more, have applied. enterprise, that about this time he will need
among the islands of every size and shape.
The city of Manchester fitted up a school en’s Rights movement is daily increasing in the gospel to the heathen ; and now sends

The Morning Star.
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bill of fare, on both the outward trip of
five miles, and the return.
The - coaches

This ‘Good Friday” of the Romanists
enforced upon the public by the Legislature

Denominational News and Notes.

The lake is forty miles in

general

features,

inthe

length, and in its

scemery

among

which it lies, and in the popular statement
which attributes toit the possession of 365
islands,

will often remind one of Winnepe-

sauke, with which it disputes for the honor
of unequaled beauty. Its water is wonderfully clear, and the views which successive-

house for the Romanists and gave them the
use of it, yet they were not satisfied with
that but they must furnish money
to
pay their teachers. New York must take
the Bible out of the public schools to appease the clamorings of the Romanists.
Now we learn that the Pennsylvania legislature has decreed

that ¢‘ hereafter,

Good

ly present themselves are frequent, varied
Friday shall be observed asa public holiday,”
and attractive enough to keep eye and brain
| and notes, &c., becoming due on thav day
and imagination busy.
| ¢“shall
be deemed to become due on the
Coaches awaited us at the northern ter- secular day next preceding.” This is not
minus, and the whole company of tourists simply a permissive act—‘‘may,” but a
were soon on the way past the battle grounds compulsory act—* shall,” which is an 6bof the last century, and the old fort, to the vious infringement upon the rights and
shore of Lake Champlain. Seats on the top consciences of others.

were

in great demand.

Fat gentlemen

What if it is traditionally
the auniversaand ladies whose ages have been a secret ry of the crucifixion of Christ, it may ‘not
for twenty years, pompous merchants and be really so! All who believe it and wish
well-known belles, grave clergymen and to observe it have a perfect right to, and

‘French tourists who seem to think of siall these
Sen”

on the

no one ought to molest them in their worship; but shall they enforce it upon others ?
went ifito the struggle for outside - The Sabbath is different. That ** was
a place wade for man, and" not maa for the Sabthe driver,
ind
bath.” It was appointed by God and has
jovi to look
, 8 place been found by actual experieace to be for

as som

lence

‘

akin to

top eos

purgatory,—

oh not be had,
could

strength and influence. Propositions for
female suffrage are discussed in conventions,
state legislatures, Parliament,and Congress ;

and urged by many as the remedy for existing ills, Others aim for something more

them

to us to-test

qur

courage,

zeal

and

unnecessary

labor.

-Protec-

ot dy a

a4, hE

wu

nungWhe

Adee

EE

hand business
ei er
to

come

and

every

steamer

and

sail vessel,

loaded with new recruits.

anxious,

and

quick

to

learn

the

‘They are
English

same interest for our daughters as for our
sons, and should adopt the most enlightened policy towards both. Well will it be for * can effectin China itself. - We shall yet be
all concerned, if as the result of these agi- able to send converted Chinamen from
tations and discussions 'wise and beneficent America to their own land, as messengers
counsels shall prevail, rather than the adop- ofsalvation, and thus advance the "great
tion of some visionary scheme leading to re- work more cheaply and rapidly than is pos-

sible through other agencies.
I have been very much interested in mak-

days on others against their will.

so, for we

Iwas glad to find several F,
0

yt

“uel

to

meet the payment coming due to the build-

ers. The society feel special desire to discharge with promptness ‘all their obliga-

want them here for their good, and for the

tions.

all you can quite soon, for that work and your

decided in the

affirmative

without

money.

Itis totally impossible for students to get
boarded in town, outside ofthese buildings.
The people have not room enough for
themselves.
I am glad it is impossible;
for unless we can have them under our control out of school as well as

in,

they

efforts

Inother

words, please, friends,

will give

an

occasion

do

of special

thanksgiving.
Truly God is prospering our mission to
the Freedmen. ° Let us all refresh our courage and renew our zeal in that precious
A. H. MORRELL,
cause,

Phillips, Me., Aug. 2, "69.

lose

that part of education, without which the rest
is valueless. We do not want those who
are to be teachers and preachers, to live as

Ohio and Pa.Y. M,
and

The O.

Pa.Y. M.

convened

the most of them have beer. forced to live the church in Chagrin Falls, June 25.

with
The

buildings

conference was called to order by the clerk

repaired in the interest of refinement and
chastity, as well as of literature and religfon. Do not forget, dear friends of the

and prayer was offered by Prof. Whipple.
Appointed E. H. Higbee, Chairman, and
hile J faors, and J. 8. Manning, assis
.. HL Chase, Clerk ; 0. Blake, asinant
The several Q. Ms were well repre-

in the past.

We want

these

East, that though far from you, we are as
dependent upon you, far more so thanif we

were in your midst.

We have none to look

to but you.

It may not be amiss to mention a few dis-

tinct things of which we are in need,

with

earnestly and successfully toilingto build the hope that churches, ladies’ societies,

enterprise.

to obtain

every-dbllar it is possible

interest of the school and mission. The
question whether they will come, cannot be

The letters
sented except the Ashtabula.
to the friends
were not very encouraging
of Zion.
WASHINGTON. —This Q.

M. ‘reports the

will be moved to supply, religious interest not as good as they could
some of them at least.
wish. Someof the churches do not have
We need a name for the young indies’ ; preaching, and others only a part of the
urch has been
boarding hall—with $2600,00 to put tim time. “The W
order.—It is a two-story brick building 40 dropped from the records.
\The mostof
“farm and
by 40 feet with an L. It has 4 grand stone the ministers have. farms,
basement, substantia) brick walls, td preach, preach and farm, just enough to
and individuals

is arising aj
the family as being sn un- respectable, earnest people, with pecuniary
Mheit ‘hoti- just and cruel resttiction. Woman must be resources. promising permanently to the slate roofs.
emancipated, made self-reliant, and inde-

The

nia,

tionin worshipis afforded, but even here ‘met with a sneer and scorn. ‘‘As though,” it up the church of Christ, He is highly rewill be said, *‘ woman had not heretofore spected by the other churches, and spoken
thereto is not to be exercised.
Now if in addition, a particular body of been regarded sufficiently as a member of ofas a man of talent, indastry, and piety,
people have feast days they can have them, the family,—a very martyr to the family re- and skillful to do, as wellas theorize, conwell as assisting corStepan Shou AA SHEY see fit. without, ny lation.” Not only among communists and quering suce
rect
principles.
He
has a
of
‘odiunt
an
others
many
but with
18
pe; bat | liberals,
Tpit

with her.

ladies, but I dared not tell them

the Chinese, through this inexpensive instrumentality, than scores of missionaries

aware that with some this remark will be

saying that she’

truth is, we have no rooms for these young

religion, but largely, it is to be feared, in ‘ing the acquaintance of Brother Sawtelle;
selfishness and skepticism ; hence it needs and of his congregation. Bro. 8. has made
to be carefully watched ard guarded, so as.| great sacrifices for conscience sake,in faking position for Christian communion; and
to become a power for good.
the good of the people as a day of rest and
One greatdanger is of aideresluinig the with a spirit eminently kind and ‘generous,
We are and with implicit faith in the Master, he is
recuperation, but-it is enforced
only as a day importanceof the family relation.

of rest from

each

should bring three friends

professions of love for souls. There are
probably fifty thousand Chinese in Califor-

specific and practical. Many-prominent-ladies are advocating a plan for endowing language, and are entirely accessible to reinstitutions for training women in domestic ligious instruction. .S8ome of the churches
economy and industrial pursuits ; and mak- here have large classes of these celestials,
ing these special objects of attention in all "in Sunday school, where they are rapidly
becoming acquainted with the religion
our schools and seminaries for girls.
of
Christ. The result will be that the gos| These and similar questions must be fairly met and provided for. We have the pel will make more rapid progress among

volution and ruin. Thepresent movement
originates not wholly in philanthropy and

to me for rooms,

We need names tor “a8 ‘many

i3
rooms

spoil their farming i

as

ng: *

:

spoil thélr

preach-

Eo
gle

Lo

two

GEAUGA.—Reports’ some. prosperity, yet
the &tate of religion is not what we could
= The

received.

been

have

Nelson

and

church. in Orange is building a house of
All ‘of the churches except
worship.

State Mission

Society Con-

together

of the Cairo Mission,

Joy

W.

ning, and

added

the several committees, which

were adop-

On Missions.—Resolutions in favor

—Recommending

-

identify themselves

with the

Woodworth.
Next session.—That
held with the Crawford Q. M.
he following items of business
adopted by the Conference :
to. the Rev. O.
ing introductory

express

tb

our

it be

3. That we recommend all of our

were

are flattering
much good are
but at present
ment only to

thanks

limits of Q.

Our work

to the

Falls for

R. E. Anderson gave
constitution,

so

notice to

that

third

the

ses-

Fridayin

June.
.
Preaching during the session by Revs.
- Manning, Bates, Anderson, Higbee, Whipple and Libby.
:
The most interesting meeting held during the session was on Sabbath P. M. of the
several S. schools assembled in the Congregational church. The large house was
well filled. Rev. W. Whitacre was chair-

man of

the meeting.

minute speeches were

have

pledged

and

among

the Freedmen

in the

tending our work in the establishment of

their hospitality, and their kindness will
ever be held by us in grateful rememorance.
.
the

prospects of accomplishing
numerous and very urgent;
we can give no encouragesuch interests within the

M’s, which

Singing

and five

the order

of exer-

cises. We never listened fo so many good
speeches in so short a time. Not a dull,
prosy one , was made, and the pithy remarks

churches in that fertile valley were never
more encouraging than they now are,
could we but have funds to sustain missionaries and teachers; but for the lack of these
funds we see no other way but the work in
a great measure must cease, and this
golden opportunity for securing a rich
harvest, which would cause great joy to all
the friends of Zion, and among the angels
in heaven, will pass away never
turn

to us again.
made

at

On the strength of pledges

General

Conference,

and

the

promise of some legacies which have not
yet been received, we have borrowed Aundreds

of dollars

to pay

morning

meeting,

and

went

on her

way

names.

For

our missionaries

and teachers among the Freedmen the past
year; and whether we do anything at all
for the ensuing year, which will commence on the first of next month, depends
upon the response we mayv receive within
afew week
from our cnurches and the
friends of this cause. Shall we disrniss

was

no

M. we give
H. Chase,

the names of the domors:
Capt.

Robertson,

C.

O.

A.

Libby,

Mrs. Forbes, C. Mills, $10,00,
each;
M. Lake, R. R. Walters, 8. B. Philbrick,
Mrs. Robertson, J. E. Snow, J. S. Manning,
H. Hooker, W. Parker, W. Joy, W. 8S.
Phillips, Mrs. W. 8. Phillips, A. Cumland,
$5,00 each, J. Jones $3,00, others $37,
90.
i
A, H. Cnasg, Clerk.
The St. Lawrence Y. M.
——Metlat Dickinson Center, June 25.

Cook was chosen Moderator.

Prayer
ville,

for

the

by Rev.

Rev.

D.

divine

Mr.

blessing

Staples

8. Frost,

of

was

Depau-

corresponding

delegate from Vermont Y. M., was cordially received, also Rev. E. B. Fuller of
the same Y. M. The presence and labors
of these brethren added much to the in-

terest of the meeting.

SurtoN,

VT.

On

&ec.

Sabbath;

July

4, we

celebrated the sacraments of baptism

the Lord's supper.”

There wére

added

and

to

the ehurch fifteen by baptism and one by
letter. Eight were heads of families.
Let us rejoice that Zion is putting on
her strength.
W. L. NovEs.

ir

Voted that all visiting brethren are invited to seats with us to participate

with us inour deliberations.
The two Q. M's composing this Y.
M. reported; Lawrence by letter, from

WATERBURY

CENTER, VT.

The

revival

continues, meetings are held several times |
a week and new anxious ones come forward
every night. Fifty-one have been baptized.
“There is something remarkablé in the
depth and power of this work of grace, and
the attendance of the meeting at this season of the year.
Bro. Fuller, the pastor, feels that he has

abundant occasion to rejoice. Bro. J. D.
Waldron has labored here with blessed results, Praise God for his goodness and
mercy.
:
Com.

NATICK, Mass.

For the praise and hon-

which it appears the churches are making ‘some progress. All the churches have

or of Christ we are happy to acknowledge

preaching

Natick.
Since my pastorate commenced, fourteen
months ago, fourteen persons have united

some part of the

time and

all

or nearly all have prosperous Sabbath
schools. Increase of membership the past

year is 19.

Jefferson Q. M. was reported verbally
by Rev. J. 8.

Staples lately chosen clerk

in place of Bro, Randlett who has returned to the East. Bro, Staples reported

that his blessing rests upon®our

church

A profitable session is earnestly desired. pi
3

Co

tism, The first Sabbaths of June and July,
our baptismal services were very interest-

ing occasions."It would be difficult to find a

more beautiful spot for a baptism, than the
the condition of the churches as prosperous ; pebbly shore of Lake Cochituate, near our
there -is manifestly a growing interest in village. As our church here is yetin its in-

the Q.
-wholly
word,
a good
The

ications

M., the churches are partially or fancy we humbly ask the prayers of God's
supplied with the ministry of the people for our prosperity and usefulness,
Pr
The Sabbath school work rece
:
W. M. JENKINS.
degree of attention.
Clerk presented

addressed

first referred

several

to the

Y.

to the amendment

commun.

M, The
of

the

Norra

LesanoN, ME,

The

F. W.

B,

churchat North Lebanon is being greatly
encouraged and strengthened.

Backsliders

constitution of General Conference, articles are being quickened and sinners are seek7and 10. After passing through the hands ing the Lord. Our congregation is steadiof a Committee it was voted to refer to next ly increasing and our Sabbath school. is
+ session 'of X. M. Circulars were preset: flourishing. ~ Last Sabbath was a day of

ed from Home Mission and State Mission ‘especial blessing to’ us. Our church was
Societies.
LRG
crowded and a deep solemnity rested upon
The Committee to whom

interests were

these Mission

all,

ing y
gon

UNH

After the morning service we repair-

referred, reported that af pd to the water where I had the pleasure of

Ma

Bowdoin

2,

at 8

wishes ue to say

lives, as

tne

date of former

TAPESTRY
previous

Norambega Market, Bangor,

card, present it to the

and

take

a

Exeter
Wellington
Aroostook
VT. Y M.
Union P Q

its

next ‘session at Wilmot
H. S. KIMBALL, Clerk.

next

session

P. PHILLIPS,

Opening sermon by A. P. Cook.

O

Gennesee
ST, JOSEPH’S VALLEY ¥ M.
North Berrien
Steuben’

Cattaraugus Cen
Gennesee
>
GEN. Y M
Freedom ' .

ILLINOIS
Fox River
Rock River
Livingston

BURR

business before the conJ. W. INGERICK, Clerk,

A

most

Huron

We

PENN,

3
sr

“Fresh as a -Maiden’s Blush"
Is the pure peachy Complexion which follows the use
of Hagan’s Magnolia Balm. Itis the True Secret of
Beauty, Fashionable Ladies in Society understand
this.
;
The Magnolia Balmg changes the rustic Country
Girl into a City/Belle more rapidly than any other
one thing,
a
Redness, Sunburn, Tan, Freckles, Blotches, and all
effects of the Summer Sun disappear when it is used,
and a genial, cultivated, fresh expression is obtained
which rivals the Bloom of Youth, Beauty is possible
to all who will invest 76 cents at any respectable
store and insist on getting the Magnolia Balm.
nothing

but Lyon’s
:

I, B.

MAINE

Kathairon to dress the
At32

Clerk,

No other

like it,

Try it)’

A FRIEND IN NEED I8 A FRIEND INDEED,—Such
will Dr, Seth Arnold’s Balsam prove to those who

are attacked with any form of Bowel Complaints,
Its cures are indeed almost marvelous.

STATE

DABNEY,
J.

HE FALL TERM

A GENERAL BANKING AND EXCHANGE BUSINESS TRANSACTED BY THE BANK

Fre

H Smith, E Randolph, Vt.

A Smith,

Wis.

istricts of Nevada, through the Bank and Agencies
as above, on the most favorable terms,

LEES & WALLER,
And Agents

hy

for the

4132

THE WONDERFUL

BOOK
-CASE.
PORTABLE,
CHEAP 4¥D ORNAMENTAL.
Great
ers, Book

Principal.

Stores,

TeacRer-of Vocal Music.

Mrs.E. E. COWELL,
Miss NELLIE BERRY,

“
“

Drawing § French,
Waxwork, ¢c.

MRS. H, M. MILLER,

is

Elocution.

¢“

Instrumental Music

Full courses of study.

thorough and practical.

25,00
2,00
8,80
1,00

18,40

9,32

CO, U, LIBBY, Moan

Married

i In this oly Aug, 8,
Rev, 1. D. Stewart, Mr.
GEORGE
W,
A
an
of this office, and
Miss NELLIE BROOKS, both of Dover.
~~
|
In Newburgh, July 28, NN Rev. W. Andrews, Prof.
which float in that fluid, and contain, in a healthy
8 Parsons of Collinsville, Illinois, and
#8 L.
person, a large amount of Iron, which gives vitality J.
F. Folsom of New
, Me,
ie
The Peruvian |Syrup supplies the | pak Spafford, N. Y.,
to the blood.
June 6, by Rev,
W. Brown, Mr.
8
Applebee, and Miss Minerva
Frederick both
blood with this vital element, and gives strength and
_vigor to the whole system.
.
; of Spafford.

Libraries,

the least J0juks.

and

as

&c.

It is the cheapest

It is Portable, can be set

quickly taken

No tools, screws or nails are reand

14 by

16

inches square, and sent to any address on receipt of
$20.00.
Send for circular containing cut and descripSort
EZRA HASKELL & €O.,
Dover, N. H.

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN
HAIR

The Commefcial Course is

Send for Circular.

up

down without

uired. The Case is seven and a half feet high and 4
eet wide, having eight shelves, and holding 250 volumes. It is made of Black Walnut finished in oil,
and is packed in a neat box 4 feet long

Precepiress.

Principal of Commercial Dep't.

Miss A. E. LYFORD,

Inducements.

and best in the market.

HE FALL TERM of this institution commences
TUESDAY, Aug. 81, and continues eleven weeks,

GAY,

OF CALIFORNIA in New

This Patent Portable Book Case is Just the thing
for Clergymen, Physicians, Lawyers, School Teach-

under the present Instructors:

A. E. Lyrorp,

BANK

York.

in ten minutes,

150

Col Melgs Q M. Ohio,
per R J Poston
Ch. Berlin, Wis. $7.25; Ch, Winnebago,
$2.07, per 8 F Smith

Coast, will be paid by 3 elegraph or otherwige in any
part of California, Oregon, Idaho, and in the Mining

Bankers,

Teacher in Music,

3w33

ib ~ NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.

LJ

HB

A

=

RENEWER..

IT WILL
HE FALL TERM will commence Tuesday,
Aug. 31, and continue eleven weeks.
“JAMES E. ROWELL, A. B. Principal,
Mis. J. E. ROWELL,

per Rosa

deposited with us for investment in Farm.

ing Lands, City or other property on the Pacific

new build-

LEBANON ACADEMY.
WEST LEBANON, ME.

E.

a]

AND AGENCIES,

Esq, or Rev. A. L. GERRISH, Pittsfield, Me.
7
:
OBED FOSS, Secretary.
Pittsfield, July 30, 1869.
3w32

20,00

IDAHO.

ship and. Book- Keeping.
TERMS.

¢

werana,

RUBY CITY,
oom-

$5.50.
Higher English, $5,(0. .
Common English, $4,50.
MUSIC, PENMANSHIP AND BOOK-KEEPING EXTRA,
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness.
Half terms to commence at the
beginning or middle of the term.
3

2,50

$5,000,000, GOLD.

- 1,200,000,

WHITE PINE,

Languages,

452
5,00
18,40
2,00
15,00
“10,00
5,00
5,00
2,00

-

-

eoLD HILL,

Preceptress,

Any further information will be furnished on Appl:
cation.
E. 8, TASKER.
Sec.
Northwood, July 26, 1869,
3w32

© NORTHWOOD ACADEMY,
NORTHWOOD

CENTER,

N.

H.

ALL TERM

commences

WEDNESDAY,

Sept.

1, under the instruction of

Rev. E.

C. Cogswell, Principal.

Miss ELIZA L. RAND, Preceptress.
WITH A COMPETENT BOARD OF ASSISTANTS,

+ TUITION

Common English

$ 1,00,

POSITIVELY
RES TORE GRAY HAIR
TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR,
It keeps the hair from falling out. Itis the best
dressing in the world, making’ liteless, stiff, brashy
hair, healthy, soft and glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
R. P.HALL & Co.
Nashua, NV, H. Proprietors.
Imeow32

0 W

N

5,00

H 8 Limbocker, Wolworth, N Y

-

INSTITUTE,

.

CO,,

AGENCIES.
VIRGINIA CITY,

Miss AROLINE M. FERNALD,
Associate,
Mr. NELSON MILLETT, Teacher of Penman. LYNCH,

§

Francisco.

CAPITAL,

ing, and continue ten weeks, under the instruction of
GEORGE
B. FILES. 4. B., Principal,
WITH AN ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL,
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON,
Precepiress.

SOCIETY.

JESUP

San

to be

Seminary

the

CO.,

No. 12 Pine Street, N, Y,

a

Sept. 2d, in

§

The Bank of California,

of this Institution will com-

mence THURSDAY,

Prof. LIA

K.

m32

‘‘Quartersame

MORGAN

No. 53 Exchange Place, N. Y,

THE

SEMINARY.

CENTRAL

ROBERT GIVEN, JR,

8 R Libbey, Dover, N H

Dover, N. H.

3

Board and Rooms at Reasonable Rates.
For further particulars address JESSE C. CONNER,

.

.

ON

INVESTMENT,

at their market value, without commissions.
Pamphlets, with maps giving full information, sent
on application.

SURPLUS,

| G. G. AppITION,

Guy’s Mills, Pa

the

of the

trade sup6m10

the

mences Aug. 26.

Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer is a splendid dressing for the hair.
and judge for yourselves.

cause

mr

Foreign Missions,

Mrs Wm

The

HE NEXT TERM of Maine State

0. O. HILLS, Agent.

John 8 Rowe,

in

CLASS

even
Better than Government Sccurities.
The Bonds will be sold for the present at
96, and accrued Interest, both
:
in Currency, .
the Agents reserving the right to advance the rate,
The attention of investors is invited to these well
secured bonds, which we recommend as one of the
most profitable investments in the market.
Gold and Government Securities taken in payment

Adbertisemnds.,

GG.

Lydia Bridges and Mrs John Delano, L M
per L A Gerrish
M Wood, Fairport. N Y

FIRST

in every respect perfectly sure,and in some essentials

a redSonable compensation for the

one who will

Miss

Mrs-R Loomis, Mexico,
NY
Ch & soc. Cook’s Prairie, Mich. to complete L.
M. of Rev John Ashley and Ms
Frani es
Ashley, per GR Holt
J
Fem Miss Soc.
Sebec
M. Me, to" cons. Mrs

London,
8.10.
¢
“
Frankfort, 87 ir, 30 krtzs,
~The Agents of the Loan, before accepting the trust
had the condition of the Roaq,and the country through
which it runs, carefully examined. They
are happy

QUARTERLY.

will pay

“

to give the Loan an emphatic endorsement as a

Sold by all Druggists.

WORMS, AND PIMPLES

MAINE

Owego Q M. col.
C P
Brink,
GibsonQ M.
Caleb Case,
J A Weller,
Susq. Y M. col.
Mrs M Gleason,
m Mason,
J L Whiting,

“

General

Bottle

-

On $1000 Bond in New York, $35 (gold) each half year,

75

BOTTLE—The

Nursing

TAXATION ’

~%

at option of the holder, without notice, at the follow
ing rates:
:

sent to this office.

Received.

MISS,

and Convenient

GOVERNMENT

Payable in Frankfort,London, or New York

13t23

NURSING

We supply the trade with all parts

ly,” to any

‘EXPRESS.

South River (Iowa)

Druggists,

Boston.

May 1 and Nov. 1, and are

FROM

The principal of the Loan is made payable in
Gola, in the city of New York, but each coupon
will
%

FRECKLES,

first No. of the current volume of the

BY MAIL.
Mrs O Greene, Prophetstown, Ill,
G A Spinney, Winaegance, Me
Jas W Martin, Woodyard, Ohio
‘Wm R Wadsworth, Constableville, NY
D R Buzzell, Ellsworth, N H
. Rev L Given, No Boothbay, Me
J Granville, Edgecomb, Me
Rev D J Whiting, Springwater,
NY
Ruth Houlsworth,
Thurman, Ohio
B E Baker, Steuben, Ohio
‘ H W Littlefield, Wells Depot, Me
J Blackstone, New Orleans, La (2)
Rev J W Stewart, Berlin X Roads, Ohio

Ionia & Montealm
“Houlton
ia

OHIO Y M.

Perfect

THE

Clerk.

Rev E Patten, Wheelersburg, Ohio
‘0 Pitts, Woolwich, Maine
“ T Stevens, Saco Depot, Me
“MW Burlingame,
Cornish, Me
** J Thomas,
Fairfield, Mich

is merely
TO RUN,

the Company paying the tax.

FACE, use PERRY'S
COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY, prepared only by Dr, B, C, Perry, 49 Bond

Books Forwarded.

CANADA WEST Y M.
London
.
Q. M8 NOT CONNECTED.
Root River (Minn)
Blue Earth Valley (Minn)

Wholesale

St,

St., New York. Sold
everywhere,
plied by Wholesale
Druggists.

E Allen—D H Adams—C W_Bartlett—S I Bowman -8
Battrick—Sarah Beacham—A M Billings—O_ Bailey—W 8
Braun—N W Bixby—A Chase—J Chase—S M Clark—B
Cogswell—W B Cox—J D Cross—E H. Carter—H T Crofoot—S Copp—L Cobb—J M Coffin—E M Camptell—S G
Cook—A
Davis—A I Davis—M Dewolf—G H Damon
—M Fin~h—RB Foss—8 Gerrish—G S Hill—J Henderson
8 B Hayward—W Hildreth—W 8 Hodgdon—A Hobson—S8
Hammond—R Hayden—8 Jenks—G 8 Jaquith—J Knox—H
8 Kimball—W E Lee~J Ladd—C H Loveless—H 8S Lamrob Libby—F D Millett—A H Morrell—W Mitchell—
bi -Mariner—J Miller—Mary Mowry—J H Maynard—H
Maltby—J Mariner—dJ C Vo
Nichols—J M Nelson—
A F Owen—M A Pullen—W
© Peck—A W Purington—E
G Page—A_Plerce--Mary
E Piper—R A Proctor—C I
Pratt—C B Peckham—J
Rich—S H Russ—Jane Robbins—
L W Stone—E M Savage—J Smart—L B Starr—H P
Thing—Mrs. H M Titus—C Tisdale—E Winslow—L White
S Wales—F L Wiley—E N Wright—S OC Weatherby—W
ans=L Williams—A Wares—H E Whipple—S M WalVes

Y M,

PERRY,

26 Tremont

OR BLACK

RICHLAND & LICKING,Q M. will hold its next session with the Centerbury
church, commencing Saturday before the 3d Sunday in Aug.
.
There will be two days meeting
held with the
Springfield church in Richland Co.
Ohio,commencing
on Saturday at 1 o’clock before the 5th Sunday in

Letters

FREE

6m10

mont St, Boston, Mass.

Q. M. will hold its next session with

H. HIGGINS,

THIRTY YEARS

semi-annually, on

Bottle separately when required, including
Burr's
Silvered Wire Brush, which is of inestimable value
to the Infant, as it keeps the Tube perfectly sweet
and freé from acid, especially in” warm weather,
Price of Brush 10cts. BURR & PERRY, Successors
to M. 8S, BURR & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 26 ‘Tre-

Ministers conference on Tuesday 24th, at3 o'clock.
A full attendance is requested as some very important business is before the conference.
W. F. EATON, Clerk.

Winona & Houston

Rensselaer
OHIO & PA. Y M.
Ashtabula
Washington
OHIO NORTHERN Y M,

!

PATCHES,

BURR’S PATENT

world.

.

.

the Loan

from May 1, i869, and will pay
Seven per cent. Interest in Gold,

“2a DR. WARREN’S BILIOUS BITTERS, for purifying the Blood, Curing Liver Complaint, Jaundice,
Biliousness, Headache, Dizziness, Loss of Appetite,

‘WHEELoCK VT. Q. M.—Will hold its next session with the Lyftdon church commencing Friday
Aug. 27, at' 1 o’clock, P. M.
Clerks of churches
will please collect and forward
to the Q. M.
Treasurer, the 20 cent tax voted for at the June
session to pay
Q.M. expenses.
It is expected
that the Corner
Stone of the ‘‘ Institute”at Lyndon will be laid in connection with the exercises
of the Q. M. Brethren let us gather with prayer.
ful hearts that God may
pour his Spirit upon this

McHenry
MINNESOTA Y M,
8t Croix

CEN. N.Y. Y M.

MOTH

.

Co.,

Agents,

Apple River

Walton
N.Y. & PA. Y M.
Yates & Steuben

REMOVE

CARPET

Friday, at 1 o’clock. Full delegation is very desirable

Prairie City
WISCONSIN Y M.

SUS. Y M.

Gibson

ENGLAND

only by Dr. B. C. Perry.

Clerk.

* The ministers’ association will meet on the 24th at
9 o’clock, A. M.,and the Q. M. conference at 2 o’clock
of the same day.
E. A. STOCKMAN, Clerk.

iN

MASS, & R. I.
Western R I
HOLLAND P, Y M.
Cattaraugus

NEw

as there will be important
ference.

Aug.

covered

at $28,000,000
Ll

NEW

and all Spring Complaints; for Cleansing, Strengthening, Invigorating and Regulating the Human System,
has noequal in the World.
Sold by all Druggists.

. C. SMALLEY,

estimate the

net, while

NEW

and Tan from the face, use PERRY’S MOTH AND
FRECKLE LOTION.
Sold by all druggists.
Prepared

with
Fri-

NEW DURHAM Q. M. will hold its next session with
the First Dover church, Aug. 21-28,

:

warehouse.

Hanover Street, Boston.

with

BRADFORD AND T10GA Q. M. wlll hold its next session with the Baldwin District church, at the. Baldwin school-house on the Pine Creek road four miles
fiom Wellsboro’, Sept. 3—5.
Conference convenes

oldQ. M

We

by this mortgage,

out

warehouse,

of

Kansas,

Value of the Company’s property,

A large variety closing out previous to the removal of

Clerk.

Chautauque Q M. will hold 1ts next session
the Dayton church, Sept 11 and 12, commencing

closing

and credit.

LOW PRICED CARPETS,—37 to 75 cents per yard.

the Rassia Center church, commencing Sept. 4, at 10
o’elack, A. M.

pieces

of our

of Acres in the State

and although Bot leg ed as a security for this Loan,
their posseseion
adds largely to the Company’s wealth

ENGLAND CARPET Co.,75 Hanover Street, Boston.

our
its

Three Millions

CANTON STRAW MATTINGS.—300 pieces closing

Opening sermon Friday,
L. B. STARR, Clerk.

Whitestown Q. M. will hold

removal

out previous to the removal of our warehouse.

Union Q. M. will hold its next session with the Mid-

MICH, Y M.

Mich Cen
Hillsdale
Oxford
River Raisin

4w29

FLOOR OIL CLOTHS.—A large assortment closing
out previous to the removal of our warehouse, NEW
ENGLAND CARPET Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.

Com. of Arrangements.

dlesex church,Sept. 10—I2.
at 2 o'clock, P. M.

Salem

Putnam

The lands embrace some of the finest portions of
the magnificent Territory
of Colorado, including a
coal field and pinery. The Company also holds as an
asset another tract of

INGRAIN CARPETS.—100 pieces closing out previous to the removal of our warehouse. NEW ENGLAND CARPET Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.

E. HARDING,

Weare Q' M. will hold
Flats, Aug. 24-26.

OHIO RIVER Y M.

;

A Sinking Fund for the Redemption
of the Bonds.

live the Killersi

CARPETS.—100

the

ACRES,

The Bonds have

driver, and you will be entitled

to a discount on fare.

to

MILLION

ENGLAND CARPET Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston,

public conveyance will take the stage at Banonday evening, the 16th, at nine o’clock, for

ford’s, No. 3

Quartery

Taylor (W Va)
MARION Y M.
Harmony
IND.
YM,
Lagrange

PENOBSCOT Y M,

Use
Hair.

Market, Sept.

J. M. BREWSTER, Sec.

the West Poland church on the 25th and 26th of Aug.

Athens

THREE

extending in alternate sections on either side of the
track, from the 394th mile post in Kansas to, Denver.
The proceeds of the sale of these lands are to be in-*
vested by the Trustees in the 7 per cent. Bondd themselves up to 120 or in U, 8, Bonds, as

4% CARPETS AT REDUCED PRICES,—To the
great advantage of our customers the sale of our goods
will continue a short time longer, until the City Government remove our warehouse in widening Hanover
Street
NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO., 75 Hanover
Street, Boston.
.

as we intend to get the Register

Wolfboro
ME: W. ¥ M.
Otisfleld
ME, CEN, Y M.
Farmington

Mi

at"New

‘

GOVERNMENT LAND GRANT OF

Fly-Killer.

Long

"Sold by Dealers Everywhere!

11sworth, arriving there about 2, then take the Calais
stage, stopping at North Hancock, where teams will
be waiting to convey them to the
place of meeting. —
All coming by stage will call at
Bro. Thomas Bick-

.

New Durham

of Je:

June 22, 1868,

Dutcher’s Lightning
Death to the Living!

i

secured upon the extension of the Railway from near
Sheridan, in Kansas, to Denver, Colorado, a distance
of 237 miles, of which 12 miles-are completed, and the
rest is under construction. It is also a Mortgage upon Rolling Stock and Franchise of this first-class Ral
way, besides now running through the State of Kan8as,
And in successful operation for 437 miles
west of the Missouri River, and earning already
enough to meet all of its expenses and existing obligations, besides
More than the Entcrest upon this new Loan
In addition to this the Bonds are also secured by a
first mortgage of the
:
:

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.M,
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p. M.
For Great Falls, 10,10 A, M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. mM,
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. m., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P. M,
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8, 10.56 A. M., 5.08
P. M., and on Monday, Wednésday, and Friday at 7.38 P.M
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.30 A, M., 12 M,, 8, SP. M
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P, M.
WM. MERRITT, Supt.

Seminary

Seven per Cent,

This Loan amounts to $6,500,000,

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD,
Arrangement,

«

New

First Mortgage Land-Grant and Sinking Fund Bonds

o special - Notices.
Summer

haveaesopled the

Thirty Year Gold Loan, Freefrom Tax.

B

i!
FPenobscot Y. M.
All persons coming to the Penobscot Yearly Meet-

M. Reports.
the

.

:

:

¥

Ann E. Kenerson.aged 8 months,
In, New Durham, July 16, Flora A., wife
rome B.yV itham, aged 19 years.

up:
n

:

For the sale of its

To Strafford, July 7, Herbert W., Son of John and

ML., Sept. 1st, to accomo-

communication gives a. wrong idea.

_Indrder tobe properly répresented in the

Lorain

A.

of Richmond where he

2

Y; er

Does
other

of missions?

Mountain

Rev. W.Cuningham

CUMBERLAND

Wayne

promotion

agency of the

29, Benjamin, Trickey, aged 88
:

In Barnstead, June
ears.

systematis

that neis laboring with the church i\Bowdoin instead

Itis the special request of the church that

in

with our, chufch,—eight of them by bap-

church

CORRECTION,

ministers and others stay until the meeting closes.

A

for the

8, and at 9}

the ¥. Baptist

RockINGHAM Q. M.—Next session at Candia,

weeks,

paid—by any

-

‘We beg leave to announce that we

Kansas Pacific Railway Compan

;

ant, aged 40 years:

Missions

3, W. COWELL.

o’clock, A. M.

ready for delivery by the first of. Sept.
The Clerks will, therefore, please send in:
their Reports immediately, or { ey will fail
to have them appear in the next Register.

The

conference was called by the Clerk; Rev. C.
offered

Revivals.

Treas.

amgunt

for Foreign

NOTICE. A megting of the Commission for the
promotion of education in the South will be he'd in

Collected for missions
W. BROWN, Clerk.

list o

M,

A PACIFIC RAILWAY

“

commencing Wednesday, 13 inst., at 9 o’clock, A.

a

Q.

S. MOUNT,

forth-coming Register, they will have to
gend in their Reports within the next three

Freedmen ?
Si.As Curtis,
Concord, N. H., Aug. 4, 1869.

or

is the

day evening,

Foreign, Freedmen's, and Home Mission. | wholly upon the Home Mission Society.
As the amount is to be credited to the Y. Reader, have you done your duty to the

On the Sabbath,a collectionof $150.00 was
taken to be equally divided between the

church

GOLD LOAN

|

church, Boston

In Farmiogton, June 8, John Nute, aged 59
years.
;
In Barnstead, June 18, Amasa ¥. Wentworth, of
Charleaton,N. H., aged 35 years.
In Milton, June
24, Martha, wife of Jeremiah Bri-

inqui-

date friends coming to the dedication.
§
D. H. . ADAMS, Sec.

immer-

Meetings that have not, as yet, sent in their
reports for the Register for 1870.

'

your

P. M,, Aug.

ven to the interestof Sabbath schools on Satur-

We print below

following

* Prof. R. Dunn of Hillsdale College, Mich., will de.
liver the oration, Other services appropriate to the
occasion will then be had.
:
The Vt. Central R."R. and the Ogdensburg and
Chaplain R. R. will take passengers to the dedication and home again for fare one way. - Return tickets
will be had at the Seminary, Sept 1.
Teams will be at Waterbury depot,(Vt.)at 4% o'clock

from above.

————

the

will take place Sept, 1, 1869, at 10 o’clock, A. M,

TrOY Q. M., N. Y.—Held its last session with
the Armenia church.” The churches were nearly all reported.
We had
an interesting time.
ext
session with the Fox
and McIntyre
church, Sept. 24—26.
Especial attentionis to be

our faithful missionariesand teachers now

Aug.

Notice.
The dedication of the Green

B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.

Q.

of

.

WALNUT CREEK Q. M., ILL.—Held its June
session with the S. Cambridge church.
In consequence of the storm the attendance was small
and but four churches reported.
Those present
manifested an interest in the cause ;and harmony
prevailed.
The clerk was appointed a committee to locate next session of the Q. M.

M.

156th

E. Orange, Vt.

Quarterly Meetings.

L. Dewey.

4

Congrégational

son, aged 33 years,

Information upon these and other matters of inter-

temples,” where every Sabbath, the people
from the many neighboring farms gather to
listen to the unadulterated gospel.
May
the Lord send us many such.
N. C. BRACKETT.
FB

by

issAis

SL

t.

In Farmington, May 11, 1862, Mrs, Sarah J. Hender-

| est connected with F.M’s in the Vt, Y. M. will be very
gratefully received.

He has established a meeting in one of “God's

ay night
x

Foss

Rev, L. B. 8t
Mr.
Josephene KelleyELL
all of

Ditd

at the

any
missions? Has the interestin ¥, M’s subside
since our increased interest in schools and enlarged
openings in H, M's, How many in your Q. M. support
a boy in India and how fast 1s life-membership increasing ?

toral charge of Bro. Kirk,and is about to put
the finishing touches upon its house of worship.
a
:
It was also my privilege to. baptize one
young man
at Martinsburg yesterday.
This church, led on and inspired by sister
Dudley, is struggling bravely to wipe out
the debt upon the chapel. The church itself has raised $1200, the past year.
Who doubts that such a church will live and
grow.
We have also a very encouraging interest at Smithfield. A goodlay brother from
Harrisburg. has settled there and with no
commission,and no pay except

the

periodical meetings

rejoic-

need to mar the dear old Bible by
Sen
x

Miesions

ow often does your pastor give a discourse
on F. M’s and thus keep his people stirred u

in

We have

Foreign

course, or weekly
offerings or contribution?
your church Bold any monthly concerts or any

instance, we never con-

say he has been baptized.

by

What way

stated

laboring with the Freedmen, and say to
those struggling ehurches, we can do no
more
for you?
The responsibility
of
answering this question does not rest

will long be remembered.

by

This churgh is prospering under the pas-

be raised in the Q. M's.

i

our thanks

—be held onthe

-

Shenandoah Valley has never been more
successful than it has the past year; and
church in. the prospects of enlarging and greatly ex-

church and citizens of Chagrin

sions

—

swer

im-

She reached the place
{the

on

ries. .
i
What is the interest in your Q. M, or church
F.
M.?
what has been paid within the last year

found haptizing and sprinkling. If a person
has been sprinkled, he says so, he does not

church-

Conferance, in the negative.

change

right

which may pledge the Society that the
principal part of the appropriations shall

es to take a collection for the
Cleveland before Aug. 1.
4. That we answer the two proposed
amendments to the constitution of General

Rev.

i—

the Vt. Y. M, to report

next session, and whereas the needed information is
not at hand; he wishes Q.M. clerks, church clerks
and all others who can render any assistance to sn.

ing.
By the way, as we stated,
we have a habit
down here of calling some’ things by their

to feeble churches for the last quartey,
The new applications: for aid, where there

Blake for his interestsermon, on the Trini

express

Society.

ested in the work of our nuwme Mission Society, we are compelled to say that the
state of our Treasury, which has been
largely overdrawn, is such that we have
not yet been able to pay the appropriations which have been conditionally made

2. To appoint Rev. R. E. Andersonto
preach the introductory sermon at the
next session; Rev. C. Joslin, alternate.
Subject, the Sabbath :and
its observance.
:
:

we

said

For’the information of all who are inter-

ty.

5. That

before

so strong and

her wishes and her strong conviction,

baptized

that

Ho me an. Freedmen’s Mission.

sociation, Rev. E. H. Higbee; Ohio Northern Y. M., A. H. Chase, O. Blake, D.

we

£5

business

Sabbath |

lig ious bodies : Portage Baptist Association,
Rev. O. Blake; Grand River Baptist As-

1. That

season for

J. RUNNELLS, Secretary.

school, On state of Religion.—Fora more
entire consecration of all we have and are
to the cause of Christ. . On Correspondence.
—Appointing cor. mes. tothe following re-

Voted,

properly come

Charlestown.

had

In the Vine

Information Wanting.
As the writer was appointedat the last session of

to be baptized together, This was their first
meeting since. the conversion of one of
them. One Methodist sister from a. town
pressionof duty the night before, that after spending a long time in prayer, she secured a horse and carriage and started for

Ju

Clark Maxtin, and

ot the stom-

Noize and Appointments.

and the

seven miles away,

Y.,

Highlands, Mass, July ez 1 Rev. J. O, Means, REV, |
D. A. MOREHOUSE of Lowell, Mass., and Miss ADDIE
M only daughter of Ivory Harmon of Boston Highlands.
:
“In Cape Elizabeth,Me,, July 4,by Rev. B, F. Prifchard,Mr. Eugene S. Palmer,and Miss Sarah J. Drown.
Aug. 1, Mr, 8imon Jordan, and Miss Mary H. Rollins
all of Cape Elizabeth,
In East
Bethel, Vt., by B. G. Fisk, Esq., assisted by
Rev. J, Malvern of Dover, N. H., Mr. Henry Crane, A.
B., and Miss Evaline 8, Morey of East Bethel.

Sunday, the

seven

N,

. FREEWILL BAPTIST MINISTERS can obtain Books

other eight miles from opposite directions,

Tamworth, July 28, 1869.

to

members

all church,

FERRY, W, VA.

n Potter,

I. Smiths

Sophiai

Jerusalem.

interest of our so-

Time” friends traveled, one

By order of the Executive Committee.
OREN B. CHENEY, President.

On Temperance.—In favor of prohibition
and political action. On Sabbath schools.

to the

to act upon the following articles, viz: —
1..To hear the report of the committee

may

rest and religious improvement.

a day of

and

tember next, at five o'clock in the afternoon,

Resolutions in favor of tion of the Biblical School.
On Education.
2. To locate said School.
Hillsdale College and the Christian Freé3. To transact any other
man. On Sabbath.—That all labor should

-be suspended and it should be observed as

hody

Charlestown.
Bro, Beverly Kirk baptized
seven persons in
$he presence of a very
large and orderly congregation. Two “Old

Board to consider the question of the loca-

Society.

forming a State Home Mission

much

HaArPERS

favor of chosen at the late meeting of the Executive

and in

Cleveland,

in

interest

Missions; of the

Home

of the Foreign and

the

25th, was a refreshing day to'our church at-

There will be a meeting of the Freewill
A. G. Wilder, and ‘Bro. Coats of Northern
»
Baptist Education Society, at New Market,
;
Ohio Y. M.
We give only a synopsis of the reports of 'N. H., on Wednesday, the first day of Septed.

of

Quite a number of Chris-

In Farmington,N. H , Aug. 1,by Rev W.

Mr. Siraitord.
George Heard
of Farmingto
of
lh
ngt n and

ach, by the use of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment,

cial meeting in the evening.
I. C. GuPTILL.

W. Warrier, Clerk.

~ F. W. B. Education Society.

Damon, P. Randal,

C. Coltrin, of Wis., B.

emblems:

spi‘ ting of blood, soreness and weakness

tians were present from other churches and

"At this session, Bro. Franklin Jefferson
+. Visiting brethren were invited to seats in ‘was ordained to the work of the gospel
the Conference, and the following were ministry by recommendation of a council.
present: Prof. Whipple, of Hillsdale, S. D. Voted next session to be held with: Jeffer-

Bates of Marion, C, O. Libby, Cor. Sec. of son Q. M.
the Foreign Mission society, J. S. Man-

the

blood of Jesus.

preaching.

have

Macedonia

to the

matter

vention, and we hereby request him to
secure some evangelistic labor for this
Y. M. Rev. C. Parker was appointed
Corresponding delegate to Vermont Y.

Two churches, the Cleveland

wish tosee.

gate

in afl departments, aiidin any desired quantity, on
specially favorable terms, by sending their orders to
D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,

whole

EEE

and our

Have had no extensive revivals,

Have only
number] is some less.
ministers to preach to six chyrches.

A want has been felt and expressed by physicians,
for a safe and reliable purgative; such.a want is now
sunplieq in Parson’s Purgative Pills,
A
‘Henry K. Bond, of Jefferson, Maine, was cured of

the

iCLL

churches.

with our

of peace and harmony

hay tizin) twenty-three happy converts. In
it is expedient for' us as a Y. M. to the afternoon we reassembled at the church
act with the State Mission society; adopt- | when they received the handof fellowship
and Rev."L. Brackett made some very imRE
a
ea
:
" Voted—Hon. J. O. Donnell be our dele- pressive remarks, after which we received
ter carefully considering

ER

past year has been one
'CrAWFoRD=-The

STAR: AUGUST 11, 1869.

-

THE MORNING

:

Higher English,

READY.

THE

PILGRIMS
HARP,
. BY ASA HULL,
Author of “Caskets,” No. 1 and No,2; “Vestry
Chimes,” ‘Casket Complete,” eto. eto, For prayer
and Conference Maetings an
Family Devotions
,the
PILGRIMS HARP is undoubtedly the best book
‘

extant.

$5,00

Latin & Greek, 6,00. French & German, (extra) 3,00

Instrumental Music, 8,00
Usewof Piano, (extra) 2,00
Instruction in Sacred Music furnished gratuitously,
$2,00 to $3,00 per week.’
Board in good families from
| had at _roasonable
Rooms for self-boarding can
»
%. C. CodsWELL;
.
rates.”

Tram BLOOD owes its réd color to minute globules

For Congregational Singing it will be found quite as
valnable as many of that class 2k books whieh sell for
$2.00 apiece an upward. It is a I2mo.in size,
pre
contain
1 Tunes, with full harmony parts,
nearly
ymus.
4

Price im Cloth, 60 cts.

$6.00 per Dozen.

covers
edition)
456 ota. $4.00 pex dozen.
Bou
a
in full shee) , beautifully marbled
covers, for chapel or vestry use, 75 ots, $500 per
hundred.
:
Published by

ymily use—s} lo,cheap, reliable, Knl
WANTED. Clrcular and Sample stockl
AGENTS
Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO, Ba

ASA

A

240 South 11th

HULL,

:

Street, Philadelphia.

For sale by MAGEE & CO.,
the trade generally.

Cornhill, Boston, and
teow?

SR

Pty
a

If You Should Marry.
ahi)

Set

et

:

a

* If you should ever get married, John,

ET

T’ll tell you what to do—

er
a i

And one spare bed within it—
And if you'd begin love’s life aright,
You'd

better thus begin it.

And let the stuffed chairs wait;
One looking-glass will do for both
' Yourself and loving mate;
And Brussels, too, and other things,
‘Wkich make a fine appearance,
If you ean better afford it, they

room window,

:

With bickerings every minute.
And one word as to cooking, John—
Your wife can do the best;
For love, to make the biscuit rise,

.

‘When you are better sdble.

some of her

If thing you choose to call it—

‘When it hangs o’er a man who has

Don’t try to ape the rich;
It took them many a toilsome year
To gain thdir envied niche.
should gain the summit,

John,

The toil and care of winning.

-| thing looked

Motherhood.
_ In the dim night I wake with sudden shock,
And a vague doubt
Death’s

dread

knock,
To fright lové out;

‘Was it no truth, that anguish-walled abyss
Leading to bliss?

°

and brow

’neath

kisses

our faces in

prove

me

By finger tips

. The upturned eyes, with grateful, misty light,
i

Droop, lidded fair;
light,

de-

.
And a new prayer,

That, undivided, we may live or die,
;

My babe and I.

—N.

Our
’

2

- He bears her away.

Music comes floating _
Down from the dome,
Angels are chanting

Our idol is dead.
Smooth out the ringlets,

derella.”

Cross the hands gently

¢¢ Oh, oh,my pretty dears ! and what are
you doing here ?” she said.
¢¢ Seeking our fortunes,” I said, stepping
forward with a courageous air.

O’er the white breast;
So like a wild spirit
Strayed from the blessed ;
Bear her out softly,
This idol of ours,
Let her grave-slumbers

¢“ Oh, oh,

Be ’mid the wild flowers.

The Family Circle.
Seeking our Fortunes.
——

a sweet,

roundfaced

"little girl, just such another as that familiar,“ Red Riding Hood” a few years before
Shirley Brooks introduced her to the woodman who saved her grandmother from the

seeking

your

fortunes,

eh?

And what have you got in your pinafores
and pockets?
““ Jewels and precious stones from the
enchanted brook,” said Louisa, exhibiting
her dripping mineral store.
¢ Oh, oh—yes, yes, very pretty I” and
then she muttered something to herself.
¢ Can youtell us of any prince's castle
hereabouts P” I asked, with somelittle repidation, and wondering for the moment

if we were not rather silly; but I was fully
reassured when I saw Louisa’s bright sparkling eyes, and the witch begin to wave her

staff like a magician I once saw at Borth-

little beauty of wick Fair.

twelve summers, with sparkling eyes, that
flashed with excitement over Andersen’s

I was two years older than

Louisa, and had graduated

higher

in the

Iknew a little

of Virgil, and less of Anacreon;
Progress.

:

‘ Here’s an old witch,” said Louisa;
perhaps she is the one we read of in Cin-

No wonder such beauty
‘Was claimed in tife skies;

_ still of Robinson

dare do anything

a great

Nights, much

more

Crusoe and the Pilgrim's

Louisa was deeply versed in the

personal history of fairies; she had mysteri-

ous revelations copcerning the possession of

three wishes; and she heard many curious
_ records of fortunes which had been sought

¢¢ It is barefoot you must go, and without
pinafores or hats or necklaces,” said the
witch.

* Turn first to the left, then

right, and a fairy will

meet

to

you with

the

a

not a seat in it except

on it.

5

wo

are any magic castles and those things in
this country ?”
:
:

calculus.

Has the old Commonwealth

response

to the

yearning hunger of

daughters
for knowledge?

trimmed with heavy gold lacei On the top
of the canopy is a golden cushion, on which
rests a larger gold crown. The Throne-

no

‘Room is very long, nearly two hundred feet.
Running the whole length is a heavy iron

her

Now that pub-

fence, full five feet high, capped with crim-

lic sentiment is drifting away from classicallearning, shall we fill the vacancies in
our college halls with girls? Wouldn't the
boys like it?

son velvet.

pected every moment
would

that some terrible

enter; bot

instead,

two

as well as the source of all human

the Throne-Room.

life

royal closet and takes her stand on the low-

entered the shed, and as soon as he saw

us

“Hero

they be! here they be!” he said,

Aunt Judy.

.

My first impulse

was to run

and meet them, but Louisa pulled me close
to her side.
z
:
“Oh, dear! oh, dear! the poor things are
balf-naked and wet through. My dears,
my dears, what have you been about?”
said Auut Judy, throwing her arms round
Louisa- more _affectionately than ever she
had done before.
:
“What have you been about?” my father
inquired, putting up his eyeglass, and shak-

ing the wet out of his umbrella.

‘¢ Seeking our fortunes,” I replied, timidly, not knowing what else to reply.
1 could see’by the twinkle in his eye that

my father was Amused; he was not angry,
at all events.
_
¢ And where are your shoes and stockings and other things?”
‘“ An old witch took them;” said Louisa.
And then my father began to laugh neartily.
;
So
¢¢ The old woman whom we met on the
road,” he said; ‘Iseeil all; you told her
you were seeking your fortunes.”
‘“Yes; and I'll see after her,” said my
father. “In the meantime we will all
go to the farm-house and see if we can get
some dry things for you.”
We were both delighted, Louisa and I,
that no cross words were spoken, and by no

means sorry at the prospect.of getting to
our comfortable homes again. When we
did arrive there, after having some hot
milk at the farm-house, the old’place looked

as happy and cheerful as any prince’s castle
could possibly do.

And we never went out to seek our for-

roadside.

Fortune was to be won by hard

work, and fairies were invented by poets
to give delight

to

the imagination,

and

cheer our journey on the great highway of
life.

Iremember thinking that it was

a

pity the ‘‘ Arabian Nights” and Robinson
Crusoe” and, the fairy tales. which Louisa
and I had read together, were not true;
but they have been as good as true to us
since, for the simple lessons they teach and

the morals which they adorn.—4dunt Judy's
Magazine.

The Woman
a

—

Question.
OB

On the 30th of March a petition was-

pre-

sented
to the Legislature of Massachusetts,
of ‘which the following is a copy+- * The
undersigned, women of Lancaster, believ-

ing that the exercise of the elective franchise would diminish the purity, the dignity, and the moral influence of woman,

and

bring into the family circlea’ dangerous

element.
of . discord, without securing additional strength, efficiency, or wisdom to
the government of the nation, respectfully
petition that we may be allowed to remain
under the protection of that government in
‘the condition allotted to us by nature, by

1 custom, and by

religion.”

This petition

was signed by Mrs. Dolly Chandler, and
one hundred and ninety-four others.

On the same day, Wendell Philips, Julia
Ward Howe, and Lucy Stone, argued for
several hours before a committee of the
same Legislature, in favor of giving suffrage to women, and on the following day,
Stephen Foster, Lucy Stone, and others,
before another committee, demanded that
no ore money of the State be given to

colleges,

Chat with

and

till they open their doors to girls.

Little Folks.

The lady cannot turn her back to the Queen,

Here

we are,

our big table.

nor take up her train. It is etiquette for
the Ministers and Ambassadors, who occupy the center of the roofn, to lift the train
and pass it from one to another while the
lady backs down to the door. The presenta~

all together again, around

What's the news?

What did the little girl say? ‘No
news down our way, but plenty of rain.
Rain,

rain,

rain,

from

morning

to

night,

tion lasts about

and all night too. I don’t see what we
have so much rain for. It keeps us in the
house all day; we. can’t go anywhere.
What's the use of having rain in the winter anyhow? Inthe summer rain is good
for grass,

you

forget

how you complained of the rain last summer because

it spoiled your ride.

You did

not think of flowers and grass then.

You

had to hurry home, and were afraid your
best bonnet would be ruined. And now
you think that rain is of no use in the
winter. How would the wells and brooks

one

minute.

It costs

Dr. Bushnell dedicates his new book on

fill up without winter rain, and how would
the earth get moist, so that the rots:of
plants and trees could find food, or rather

Woman Suffrage (published by Scribner,)
to his wife. He does this in terms so handsome to one of the sex, whose claim to the

drink, when the spring-time comes and they

ballot he denies, that we copy it entire:

want to grow.

For once I will dare 'to break open one
of the customary seals of silence, by inscribing this little book to the woman I know
best and most thoroughly ; having been
overlapped, as it were, and curtained in the
same consciousness for the last thirty-six
years. If she is offended that I do it with-

:

Mr. Short says be thinks you are a. foolish little girl to talkso about the rain. Besides, it is very wicked to complain of
what God does, for he does all things
well.
But

don’t be

too hard with Fanny,

Mr.

out her consent, I hope she may get over the

Short. She is a little thoughtless, and perhaps will learn better when she gets old-.
er.
“I don’t know

about

that,”

replies

offense shortly, as she has a great many others that were worse. She has been with me
in many weaknesses and some storms, giv-

Mr.

ing strength alike in both; sharp enough to

Short, ¢ for I have known grown-up folks to
growl about the rain. Here'sa story about
one of that sort:
Nm

see my

faults,

faithful

enough

to expose

shrinking never from loss or blame or
shameto be encountered in any thing right
to be done; adding great and high instigations—instigations- always to good and never to evil mistaken for good ; forecasting always the things bravest and best to be done,
and supplying inspirations enough to have

A merchant was once riding home
from the fair, with a knapsack full of
money behind him; it rained heavily and
the good man was wet through and through.
He was discontented in consequence, and
complained bitterly that God gave him such
weather for his journey.
;
His way led through a thick wood.
Here with horror, he saw a robber, who
pointed his gun at him, and pulled the trigger. He would have been killed without
a chanceof escape, but owing
to the rain,
the powder had become damp, and the gun
did not go off. The merchant put spurs to
his horse, and quickly escaped his danger.
When he was in safety, he thus said
to himself: ‘What a graceless simpleton

made a hero, if they had not lacked the tim-

other countries. It
and it may
possibly
roof of it
that can
ression that it is

is generally thought so,
be true; but the only
be given, is a general
so, an impression whose

is no good

only foundation is a general inference from
a very

proof.

few facts, the very weakest of all

T00.

ald

.

But there is important evidence upon the
‘subject which,is available. Itis the aver-

tiofis and professions-in this country.

In’

the State of Massachusetts, these records
have been kept for twenty-five years, so
that the number of facts has become sufficient to make the results important and valuable as evidence.
A
We find, in the report for "1867, that in
twenty-five years nearly, the deaths of 3,566

professional men had been reported, with
ana
age of 50.5 years,and 9.856 mer-

There is nothing here. that indicates that

brain labor shortens life, and when we look
at the individual professions, the proof is
still more marked. Thus the average of
those 'who died in some of the most imporsant professions and occupations,
was as fol-

OWS :

Years.
Years.
54.7 | Judges & Justices 66.4

Bankers

ber.

occupation is wholly brain labor, and of the
most severe description, are the very high-

est on the list of average ages.

It is probable that some merfhants injure

themselves from too much devotion to, and

more especially from too much anxiety
about, their business; and it is possible that
sometimes a student or professional man
‘may injure himself by severe mental labor
in this country, though

curred to her, compelling me

thus to honor

not less, but more, the covert glory of the
womanly nature,evenas I obtained a distincter and more wondering apprehension of the
divine meanings and moistenings,and count~
less unbought ministries it contributes to

this otherwise very dry world.

-

we

cannot

well authenticated case of the kind.

recall

a

The truth is, we have but few hard stu-

dents in this country, and our students and
rofessional men are killed, not by too much
bor of the brain; but by too little labor of
the body ; not by too much food for the mind,
but by too much food for the stomach.
Many more are’ injured by excessive indulgence of the bodily
passions and appetites, than by

excessive

Sulgenee in

liter-

‘Tobacco and alcohol producefar
more softening of the brain and disease of

the h
among students in this country,
than close application to their study.
A healthy mind in a healthy body, is capable of an almost unlimited amount of labor
without injury; but if the body is broken

down

by excess, or by neglect, the mind

suffers with it, and both
Providence Journal.

If I have done anything well, she has

know it, and the more willingly also, that
having her part in it known has not even oc-

together.—

Social Life in India.
——

v«Caleton” writes as follows to the Boston
Journal :

:

' To comprehend domestic life among the
Hindus, let us take a look at one of their
homes. The family is
. +The
father is the head; his sons bring
ir
wives home one after another, the women

occupying a

Hinda

ents by themselves.

word

« zenana.”

for woman's
The

a

women of the

ent

The

is

household '

mingle freely together, but John never sees

weath-

the wife of his brother Joseph. Six or

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

eight families, and
tions, are

‘Brain

error, very common among all classes of
men, of drawing conclusions from erroneous or insufficient premises. His position
and the occasion have both contributed to
make his mistake prominent, and to bring
upon him the criticisms, unfortunately we
deserved, of his contemporaries.

In his discourse at the funeral of Hon.
Henry J. Raymond, Mr. Beecher said:
“But he is gone.

Fallen in the very prime of

life—the next ten years would ‘have been worth
more to him than the last twenty.
He has taxed

WILL BE DONE,”
a ‘friend one day to a
was laid on a sick-bed,
like to be well and again

the resources of his life unduly, and has been cast
down
prematurely because he has not lived
in the
bounds of moderation in the use of
self; for gbedience to God requires that
should be moderation in indus
, and that

should not be inordinate

withhimthere
there

activities, even in the

highest and in the best ‘spheres of life.
gone. He cannot repair
the error,”

for a moment, and then
sweetness: ‘‘ God knows

He has

The first sentence of the preceding
quotation is correct; but there is no probability
that the remainder is true, considered either

best; and what Ae thinks best pleases me
best.”

as a statement of facts or of conclusions.—

That little girl had the true spirit of resignation. Itis a great trial for any ‘person

“Fallen in the very prime of life.” This is
certainly not true when applied to Mr. Raymond, for the end of a Tite can not be its
prime. Neither can it be correct as astatement of a general truth, for the ‘prime of

to lie on a bed of sickness, but especially so
for a child. Lucy no doubt would have
been glad to be well, bnt she did not wish
to complain of God because she was sick;
and she was willing to wait his time for her

life,” whether applied to individuals or to
the race,
is fixed more by the results
accom-

plished than by any measurem
‘The next ten years would
worth more to him than thé

Most certainly not true; the

‘could have been

)
hive.
v

t ten |

worth nothingto him.

ceptas the results of the last twenty;
work and preparation of the last fwenty
could alone give any value to the next ten.
The sentence is incorrect as a statement of
a fact, and absurd as a representation of
what the speaker probably intended to say.
If we may believe those

best

the resources of his life un-

duly,” or that ‘*he has not lived within the

bo

of moderationp inthe use of himself.”

Jupore dia not unduly tro

under

one

generaroof,

and

the head of the family has quite as much as
he can attend to in settling
y troubles.
Think of the life of those women.
They
are wholly ignorant; wey knoe not a let
ter of their
0.
y should a woman learn to
? What would come of it?

If they go to visit a neighbor, it must be in

a close palanquin, their
veiled. They
know nothing except family gossip. They
cannot do the plainest sewing.
e little
tow-head on the lowest bench of an infant
school in America, making patchwork, can
use the needle more deftly than most of
the millionaire Baboos. Think of your little rosy-cheeked darling

who

climbs upon

your knee fer hdr good-night kiss be

affianced in marriage at the ageof five, an
at twelve being a bride, shut up for the
rest of her days, with nothing to do—no
knitting work, no bed-quilts to make, no
knowledge of needlework;
surrounded

with books, yet not knowing
room a blank

wall; her

the remainder of her life

a letter; her

ily duties

for

g the pef- »

formance of her daily paojsa—a worship of
a little brass or stone
in the form of
a monkey,
or a figure
with six arms and
four faces; han
flowers around its

neck, sprinkling it with water, bowing be-

fore it, walking around it,

talking

to it as

little girlsdo to their dolls, lighting

little

wax tapers; nothing but this, except to
dawdle her children, bring

band, and eat her own, and

food to her hus-

re-arrange the

folds of cloth which answer for a garment;
doing this and sleeping the rest of her
time, from morning
Bight, from night

‘till morning,
hours, the
from childhood
daily, unvarying
of the upper

through
twenty-four
8, the months,
“years,
to old age! Such is the
life of the Hindu women

classes.

The

Baboos,

who

read Shakspeare, who know what is going
onin America, even to the rappin

of

the

'
theisms of
who will discuss
heodore Parker with you, are beginning
to feel that there is an awkward
in

acquainte d | spirits,

with Mew Raymond, it is equally a mistake

that. ‘he taxed

three or four

sometimes

when the house becomes thus populous,

Labor.

Mr. Beecher has, for once, fallen into the

5
Mr. Philips asserted the absolute fiat of recovery.
csown on her head, and take you to the jhstice that every human being should have
But here's our Captain again. He promprince's castle.”
:
every right that pertains to any other hu- ised to give us some more stories of travel.
Then she picked up our shoes and stock- man being. He asserted that the only se- Crowd through, Captain Walker, but please
ings and helped us to take off our hats and curity-that self-government
can outride the don’t tread on any of these little folks, for
pinafores. We had to carry the precious
storms of the coming century, is in giving your boots are quite heavy, you ‘know.
jewels in our frocks. « I did not like to see’ the ballot to woman.
That's it. Take a seat.
See here, Captain,
Louisa’s pretty necklace pushed into the old
Lucy Stone dwelt long on the wrongs and did you ever see the Queen when you were
woman's bag ; but Louisa was evidently de- woes of woman.
She cited a case of terri- in England ? Some of these girls would
lighted, so I could not But be pleased and ble crueltyin which the law allowed a man like to know how she Inoked, and how ghe
in Boston to take his infant daughters away was dressed.
The old witch soon disappeared, and we from a mother’s love, and carry them be“Well,” says the Captain, ‘‘1 never was
trudged on and on, barefooted, until at last yond the sea. A well-known Christian la- good at telling about ladies’ dresses, Ihave
we were tired and covered with dust,
dyin Boston, who was in" the audience, seen the Queen, though, several times, but
By-and-by the clouds grew dark, and the said she knew the facts, and, the mother I did not feel half so glad as when I came
rain began to fall in torrents—heavy
sum- was hopelessly insane. ‘She'repeated over ‘home and saw Mrs. Captain Walker. She
mer rain that came down straight and iu and over again, that the law classed women is my queen. When I saw Victoria, she

nd

that

their system of life.
classes, who are too
grossly sensual Baboos,
oung. They are not

The Hindu upper
intellectual to be
pune Brigham
Polygamists; the

his
was the result of hereditary causes are fond of their wives,.and treat them wi
gusirely independent of brain work,
respact, and love their children, especially
‘But it was not so ‘much our purpose to ifthey are sons. But there is no Eve in
|
criticise
the
language
or
the
statements
of
go to the palace to
‘big drops. Poor Louisa’s hair
was soon all with idiots and lunatics; yet does not every was riding. T did not
their paradise.” They come home from
Beecherin relation to Mr. Raymond,as ‘their oounting-foom When the day's work is
| out of curl and dripping over her shoul- lawyer know that this classification is see her, but I know some folks who did, Mr.
to notice the general statement, which we done, read a play from
re, or Longand they had to dress very particularly, os- 890.40 often repeated, that
wholly her own?
g
dors.
Duriod nc
.
the refellow’s eich ss
We did not know, till we heard her indig- they could rot have gotin. Here is what Sheltsefves in this country with 100 ing flection, that the wife, so far as thisis contherewas no shelter

ad |
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nant utterances, that our Puritan mothers,

they say about i:

:

.

en their lives. In fact, it will be noticed
that the three professions last named, whose

been the more really in it that she did not

er, and did not rather take itas the dispensation of God. Had the sky been brighter,
and the air clear and dry, I should now
be lying dead in my blood, and my chil,
dren would have waited in vain for my return home. . The rain at which I grumbled,
has saved both my
property and my
life.”
Are there not some of our young readers
who, like little Miss Grumble, complain
of the rain because it sometimes spoils. their
plans? Thisis finding fault with God. How
much better is the spirit shown by the
little girl spoken of in the following story :
‘THY
“Lucy,” said
little girl who
‘“ would you not
at play P”
Lucy though
said, with great

rate there

proof,
that mental diseases,or diseases of
the brain, are more prevalent in this thanin

them, considerate enoughto do-it wisely; ary labor.

¢‘ THE RAIN,

I was, when I murmured at the bad

the first place, there is good reason for

months of labor and anxiety, and great ex- Bank Officers
Lawyers
b6.1
Merchants
- 53.0 | Physicians
|
56.0
pense. The finery will be worn on no oth- Booksellers
50.5 Jrofessors
bBo
or occasion; but these people have been Clergymen
57.8 Public
Officers-~ 54.6
¢ presented at Court, and they will tell it to
‘The average
of the whole number of
in the twenty-five years,
their children's children. Whenthe Queen spersons who died
holds court, it lasts just one hour. During whose occupations were specified, was 50.5
the whole time she stands like a statue—as years. It seems, then, that bankers, merchants, clergymen, judges, lawyers, physicold, as insensible.
She neither bows nor cians and ns
live longer i vg
speaks. The mass file before her as if she average of all classes of occupations, and
very much longer than laborers or inactive
were an idol goddess.”
mechanics working in shops. Neither the
hurry and’ excitement of bankers and merBeautiful Tribute to a Wife. chants, nor the severe mental labor of elergymen, judges and lawyers, seem to short-

and grain, and flowers, but noth-

ing grows in the winter time.”
Ah! Miss Fanny Grumble,

"In

doubting, or at any

ciers, agents, &c., with an aver step of the throne.. On the signal being chants,
given, Her Majesty's Ministers, with the erage age of 48,6 years. These averages
are greater than those of any other class exforeign Ambassadors, enter from the private cept farmers and mechanics working in the
door, file singly before the Queen, bow, 0
air. The av
age of
ve meand take their station in the center of the
es in shops
is 47,9 years; of inactive
shops, 43 years; of laborers
room, where they remain. The crowd isad- mechanics in
mitted one by one. Each person passes up 46.8 years; of factors laboring abroad, 84.2
years; of
ns employed on the ocean
the narrow pathway to the place where the 45.5 years;of females,
38.7 years; of farQueen stands, makes a low bow, and then mers, 64.2 years; and of active mechanics,
backs down the whole length of the room. working in the open air, 51.2 years.

great cows came stalking in. One of them
put its head down and came and smelt at
us as we crouched up in the corner, -and
Louisa cried and trembled so that I kissed
her out of pity, and thought our time for Is not this a fight against God's first ordindeath had come. The next minute a farm ances in Eden? If so, who can doubt: the
laborer with a stool. and milking-cans issue P—Cong. and Recorder.
he rushed outside and began to halloo
shout at the top of his voice.
:

;

The audience-room is very gorgeous with
satin hangings, radiant with vermilion and
gold. Her Majesty is painfully prompt.
At the exact moment she comes out of her

Has not God given beauty and grace. to
woman, and strength to man? Is not the
mission of ‘women as the mothers and educators of the race, enlarged enough for "her
powers and for all true womanly ambition ?

applied to the American people as a whole.

age
age of those who die in various occupaThe great throng below, at a |%8¢

given signal, come up the stairway, and enter the great audience-room that opens into

Louisa said the rain had perhaps driven
the fairy away.
She wished she had her
shoes and stockings, for the straw pricked
Seriously, while we would have all legal
her feet.
| abuses removed, and the best opportunities
of culture given to women, are we all
| Just at that fnoment we heard a crashing of timber outside the barn, and we ex- made alike? Is not the family the center,
magician

and the

It is covered by a canopy of crimson velvet,

did not know {ill they now told us, that
longing to know Greek, and the Differential

- When some of eur fright at the lightning
was passed a little, I said, ‘Do you really
think we shall see a fairy, ‘and. that there

the throne

gilded chair at the foot. On a platform,
reached by three steps,on a crimson carpet,
spattered with gold, stands a gilt Gothic chair:
surmounted by a crown. This isthe throne.

up- | Massachussetts was so full of girls who are

straw in a corner, and we went and sat

many miles, and she walked with a staff.

~ Close the dark eyes,

deal of the Arabian

Let him

was some nice dry

tunes again ; for we soon learnt that fortunes
did not come to persons who wandered
about, and expected to find ready-made castles and happy homes waiting for them by the

We very nearly quarreled about this,
and should no doubt have done so, only at
that moment a haggard, dusty old woman
came up.
She had evidently traveled

Come to the bed;
Gaze on the sleeper;

honors of classic romance.

robbers, and I pulled my pocket-knife out,
and held it unclasped in my right hand,
determined to defend our treasures to the
last.
‘“ We shall soon come to a grand castle,

sa’s protector.

The sweet welcome home,
Come, stricken weeper—

fairy tales.

sure enough.

ject to Louisa becoming a princess,I did not
know.
« Of course there willbe a princess for
you, and you will have a white palfrey given to you,” said Louisa.
But this did not at all meet my views;
for somehow or other I had arranged in my
‘own mind that we would share our fortune
together, and that I must always be Loui-

His arms are about her—

round, plump

were

The pebbles af the bottom

of the kind,” I said,though why I could ob-

Our little earth angel
Is talking with death;
Gently he woos her,
She wishes to stay,

wolf—a

their

fortunes !

“* Willhe?

Close the door gently,
Bridle the breath,

Marsh was

the little roadside brook, and

and precious stones will gain us admission,
and the Prince will make me hi§ wife.”

nil

Louisa

with

no doubt,” said Louisa ; ‘‘and” these jewels

XY. Independent.

Idol.

And oh,

there

And then, when“we had filled her pockets
and my pinafore, we began to be afraid of

Yea, Lord !—* of such.”

new

and

sip, sip, like thirsty travelers seeking

our good fortune had come

Dimpled with precious feebleness of touch:

:

peaceful

There

of the field, I saw my father and Louisa’s

shiny and clear, and whilst I was looking
at them I discovered gold and precious
stones amongst them. Yes, sure enough,
bright crystals and bits of golden ore. We
pulled off our shoes and stockings, and
gathered the precious pebbles, and thought

Cling satisfied to the loved mother-breast,

stilled with

and

knelt down and drank the water.

And dewy lips

Sleep comes and finds me

happy

how cool and nice it was to lie

A stir, a nestle, and a dove-voiced moan
Give wings to pain;
A rush of love, at sound of that dear tone,
Floods heart and brain.
Ah, no, not cheated of my motherhood,
Earth’s sweetest good!
- Soft cheeks
blest,

so

went inside.

By this time the storm was over, but we

fairy-like that I began to think we should
soon have an adventure. - Neither of us
spoke for a long time, but we held each
other tightly by the hand.
By and by we came to the white road,
and then we began to grow tired,and
we sat
by a little spring to eat our buns, and “wé

We are confident that very ra
indeed
is
this
true
when
applied
to
individuals,
and
“‘The Throne-Room is a right royal room ; that it has still less foundation in fact when

unless they

were wet to the«skin,
gnd- presented, no
doubt, a very wretched appearance. ‘We
had no sooner got up than, at the other side

towards the white road ever the hills.
It was a lovely sunshiny day, and every-

—Journal,

wide open on the lawn,

“ LOOKING AT iE QUEEN.”

from Rose Standish down, had lived in so
abject and degrading bondage, while they

in a dreadful fright at our absence.

and then he bade us get up.

.

dinners, we started off, past the school, on
down the green lane, past the, great duckpond, over the vicarage meadows, and on

Look well to your beginning ;
And then will all you win repay

.

not

stead of going to school we would start on
our adventurous journey the very next day.
So at daybreak, having previously provided ourselves with two penny buns for our

now, when you get married, John,

like

numerous heroes, would

ly; and it was speedily arranged that in-

No money. in his wallet.

soul

over the great

gry pupil.
I shall run away and seek my
foxtune.”
:
¢¢ Then I shall go with you,” I said bold-

There is no better way,
note to pay is an ugly thing—

dJreamy

¢‘ and climb

«I am sick to death of school, and everything and everybody !” said Miss Birch’s an-

If you would have your life run smooth,

my

school-

at the door

wait for Saturday.

For all you buy pay money, John—
Money that very day!

Startles

the

or knocking

tures,” I said,

"Twill better reliSh by and by, .

And if you

I was

.white road onthe hills, and see the world
beyond? Letus go some Saturday, when
we have a holiday.”
Louisa Marsh, inspired by thoughts of

Is better far than yeast.
No matter if each day you don’t
Bring turkey to your table—

And

and

and running away ;but Louisa’s ideas were
of a more romantic turn than mine,
She
said she was perfectly miserable,and would
like to go and seek her fortune.
A hundred book memories rushed into
my boyish mind at the suggestion. I had
often wondered what kind of country there
was beyond the great hills that hemmed in
the little town where I and Louisa lived.
¢ Why cannot we be pilgrims, or adven-

Your wife will be a picture, John,
+
Let that suffice for you.
Remember how the wise man said,
A tent and love within it
Is better than a splendid house,

*

not

Nr
against Miss
manliness in
this tyranny

for throwing a stone through

Some think they must have pictures,Jo hn,

A

heart-breaking ; she could

under which Lopisa Marsh suffered.

Will look bettéra year hence.
Superb and costly, too;

were | |have been creating and filling such homes
a8 the world has rarely seen, and rearing
In a few minutes more it began to thun- men who have wrought the mightiest revoder and lighten and Louisa clung to my lutions, and given the mightiest advances to
side and wept. There was a barn in a civilization,and going themselves to heaven
field close by, and we got over a gate and in blissful ignorance of their wrongs. We

| would not bear it.
Now my own soul rebelled
Birch! Ilonged to show my
some way, and revolt against

In furniture be moderate, John,

'

ly at some harsh, unjust punishment which
she had received at the hands of Mistress
She got no
1 Birch, our school-mistress.
| peace at horge, either, said this little martyr; her aunt was cold and peevish, had

it was

id

11, 1869.

at home again; for I thought that they
would just be having tea, with the windows

old Uncle Marsden was quite under her
thumb. All this she could put up with,but
to be flogged by that odious Miss Birch—

Just big enough for two!And one spare room for company,

STAR: AUGUST

‘| life. Oneday when I was walking home
with pretty Louisa Marsh, she cried bitter-

no sense of the sublime or the beautiful, and

:

Go geta little tenement,
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Disraeli’s Unscrup

are mow anxious to have their wives edu- | his family with him.” Naples and Rome are |

i Ie
never been
says ofhehas
student
A MEDICAL
dead at onfortywus William Pitt, Empire
Three or four years ago, abitter, fac-| Therecarrying
exbehindand them
church,
X. 10,W. of868dyearnest
the
and || Jung,
amples
work,Leaving
patient
charity,
contention,
bone
the
to discover
his || able
British
the
the house of | nine,
was made in
attack
desires
to
know
whether
it
is
not
situated
embroidery. | and shadow, induce a fever thatevery sea- | tious
shoulders
for
a
quarter
of
a
century,
and
their
memory
will be cherished long and lo
y
commons
upon
Mr.
Stansfield,
then
holdv
by their faithful children and a large circle of
Those who have undertaken to do some- son lays numbers of strangers in the grave, ing office in the Liberal government, be- attempting to carry a pint of port wine very near the jaw bone.
this
learning

of

thing towards raising the women ofseized
land. from their degradation, have

upon this, and are using it to great
.

tgs

.

fr

Saved

leaving
embalmed on its
or bearingi itay,

ter the sunis hot and the shadows ae cold. | demnation of Mr. Stansfield for his friend‘The galleries in which a great deal of time ship with one who, twenty odd years be-

t—

=

The summer leaves have faded, and in
the grove where the young girls sat that
friends are at

The three

and untrodden.

that change hundreds

schoolin New York, but Nellie is expected
home to-night, and there all is in readiness.
wide fire-place
The warm fire blazes in the
d
his

ondered

ie

father

anxious

For many itis

3

no

and brings

But the night wears away

Nellie.

a young

enthusiast said)

in

enthusiast

a design

to

kill Charles Albert, King of - Sardinia.
Mr.
Bright, in a moderate and kindly speech,

of Americans are

the
Socicty~the.
8sassemblies,
heated
the balls, Zeceptions,
the
theaters and

be, ‘wife,

How nice it will

(as the

encouraged

coming home, wearied with the day’s excursions and dinnerless—without the pow- deprecated the idea ef making un gop.
ollies
er to resist the chill that comes upon them bi; . Sues ougjol the hot heads
young da days;
fnen in their
_ | of enthusiastic
fi
eat coat and | the momentthat the sun:
there
that he oA bn
and he added
em a
her, he | Then there gi Se
would be found in a certain poem, written by
i
society—the.
in
mingling.
to have

father puts on
as her fath
and
prepares to go to th boat
says,
our
baby home again!”

fore, had

is spentare cold. The Shange from day to
night is a great change; and at the time of

now lies thick

bright day, the snow

warm,

in his constern

leon. Mr. Disraeli was very

%

1|

th Je

Disraeli himself some twenty-fivé or thirty

ears before, and called A Revolutionary

case lie in a nut-shell? | nearly forty years, ud slways, one [of its most

that prodigy

his.ood,
handsgenial,
were kind
ready andfor loving,
eve

His heart and

good work.
and

and

He filled a 1

business

Diacy in feoplety

enterprise...

six children,

friends,

-

fe was a vigorous

Scie Supporters oie

;
of | When he’sa colonel.
| There, too, was Mirabeau,
and
he'll take
and
versatility
of
finger,
health,
your
and
clown
a
Give
| stren
splendid talent, killed by the overwhelm- your whole hand.
;
ing labors and excitement of the tribune,
and the orgies of Cyprian hells. Sergeant Give a child's will, and a whelp his ff,
:
;
8. Prentiss attempted the double task ; and and neithér will thrive.
if ever man might with impunity,he could
“JACK, your wife is not so pensive as she
with leonine health and marvelous men- used to be.” *‘No, she's expensive.”
tal gift. Said a distinguished Missishinp}
of a hotel saidto a board =
THE
ni t
di
hi LANDLADY
Prentiss would d sit sit up all 1 nig
| 1 ‘AWyer, ¢¢ Prenti
I want you to pay your
o’here!
Look
e¥:
|
into
go
then
and
drinking,
and
gambling
bill,
and
you
must!
I have asked you often
court next day and make a boner loa in
enough for it, and I tell you now that you
all respects than I could, or anybody else

apostro oy

Epiok,” some.lines of eloquent

this frying-pan
Bes
WHEN does a man’s

on the

Sheridan went to pieces
with || Brinsley
breakers of intemperance and overwork!'|
Napo-

to assassinate the Emperor
Plot ast
the || were
way toRho,
In the win-

home beyond the sea.

forsaken

ave.

the

irom

aved

Wasi

the

or prostrates them through long months of |
friends and acquaintances.
daily and a piece of opium in his stomach,
for the first.
A LITTLE FELLOW, seeing
sickness. It makes one’s heart bleed to cause of his open and avowed friendship ‘and foundered in mid-ocean from this over
said,
DEA. JAMES 8. THOMPSONof Burlington N.Y.
along,
for,
and
intimacy
with,
Mazzini.
This
was
slowly
time a tortoise moving
advan- think of the large number of American
8,
died July
”
vino,
in.
government | cargo. What a wreck was that when |
spring, | at a time when the French
e
£1
|" fhmilies that come
au gn A rs
DE
Walk.”

He leaves

a’ widow -

who; with]a large; circle of

will cherish his

memory,

mourn

their

loss, rejoice in his gain,
profit by his example,
and find hope and promise in’'the cheerful resignation of his Christian death.

M..C, BROWN.

DEA. . LYMAN
Mass.
well, Mass
die in Lowell,
WARE, died
AN P. P. WARE,
| May 4, aged56 years and 11 months. ' He experienced the regenerating imfluences of the Spirit in
the 27th year of his age, and united with the
Freewill Baptist church, with

which

he

contin-

departure
it.” | yed in endearing relationship untiltohisconform
‘eave the house until youhave paid you
| at the bar of our State, even though we | don't
his
Tor is hots in heaven. Seeking
I'll stay with
Good!” sald ih lodyger;
slept

half the night and

case

studied our

Lome

self-sacrificing, To

Ho tried if, and in trying burn- | 85 Jong as 1 five.

Up sprang Dis- | tho rest.”
at the pier for the steam- | 50 many? There are some rules which it | in praise of tyrannicide.
to | his vineyard. His long and intimate relation with
a friend not
A roppisu fellow as advised
in forty-one years, the || marry
and excited, and vehe-| ed to the socket,
find matri- | the church ix Lowell, endeared him to-all its
would
he
his darling to his | would be well for all people visiting Italy racli, indignant
girl,
poor
a
~ er which was to bear
last
to
trimmed
been
had
that
life
of
lamp
|
sentiment,
such
any
that
t the | to adopt. The first is never to accept a mently denied
earnest supporters, who fe l that in his death
heart, The Waves plash coldly
poverty “up hill work.”— they
fourscore. A draft upon the constitution | mony with
have
been sadly beréaved, inasmuch as one
A bery or boardng-house that is | 30Y such line, could be found in the poem. | in
wharf, but tell no tales of the missing boat; A
go
behalf
of
appetite
is
just
as
much
a
draft
rather
would
I
friend,
his
said
“Good,”
who had borne heavy burdens, and was esteemMr. Bright at once accepted the assurance;
the lights twinkle and flash from the sur- without the sun ; second, never to be out of said he had never seen the poem himself, as in behalf of work; and if both are ha- up hill than down, any time.”
ed as a pillar of the church, has by a mysterious
g
but no a proachin light
crowd gathers
they talk of ¢* shipexcitedly
ete, an
a
a
LL

doors when the sun sets; third, make no attemptto economize in the matter of fuel,
hatevefulle pxpenae
but Ag

rounding hills,
and
wrecks,”

round
some

waters.

g over the

| thick

she comas™

here

hurrah!

Hurrah!

«

i

and proudly a stately vessel sails up tothe
pier,—a ' stranger
meant

«The ‘Ocean Breeze’ has gone down
with all on board!” shouted a voice from
the deck.
:

Silence in that dreary home; the fire has

have visited Egpyt or Palestine—have been

leaf taps

or

a twig

then

and

shaw 1. veTheseyou | core, with the

i Th

a

fhoce,

israeli

whic

the invalids fare? The consumptives die,
pretty nearly all of them; and few indeed,
are those who are benefited. It is true, too
that those who have gone further—who

alone in the tomb-like room sit the unhappy
parents, dead ‘to all outward objects save
the one terrible thought—*¢ Nellie is drowni
:
A”

Now

xtra

residence unscathed, how do you suppose

yawning fire-place, and

died out in the

shoes

In guth, the yolume

would Juve Saded.

a generation

ed

pul

had

a
honee 1upon
oe as ignorant
them. I poblio
against the window, and they start mer-| general
the
is

vously.

Widow

hs old

sub-

*¢ the East”; and no man should lightly un-

Smith, * To think o’ that curly” head a lyin’
at the bottom of the river. Well, Well!
Surely! surethis is a world of change.
m

The long

guard him-

from the

by

self and She yrocions members of his family

look cold and pale.
here's your baby,

Dy
mother,

influences of the

climate,

most jealous care, by day
Springfield Republic.

approaches to its close;

day

the i
« Father,

dertake such a visit, or fail to

the

and by night.—

Analyzing a Woman.

spared a little longer to tease and bother
! Sorun. Why, if they aint both
Here,
®
warrant.
T1l
fy
4 I've Yoon

fp

A

—

the

by

illustrated

vividly

are

England

d

in

traveling

of railway

tation,

rest.

As

He committed his family to the Lord

‘A little | him o’er.

| and then in the language of Simeon, said & Lord

heard sthe quotation
4.501 isWhoa dangerou
thing,” wished i toto
learning
he was afraid
because
school
to
going
stop
he should not live long enoughto get past
the dangerous pi it.

a Lunatic,

with

"The pleasures

explaining
of print,

out

as

s soon

a preface

Stanley, and

dedicationto Lord

now lettest thou thy
servant depart in peace,”
having
fullest
confidence
in
gthat
provision
whereby there might be, not far distant, a glori-

ous reunion of all the dear ones of earth, in the

and

saying:carriage
| dow¢ This

aginst

Paris paper gives a conversation be-

A

1

tweens father and hiswithIleyour danghier.
“I
doll ?”
heavy. |; Vhat have you done
to keep for my children,

too

is much

to issue |

this new edition, that all the world might} Come, we must lighten it as much as possee how unfounded was the, accusation. | sible.”
He then sat down again, but jumped
Sure enough the publication .did seem to|
dispose of the charge effectively. There | up a minute after, screaming out:
It's too heavy LJ
was only one passage which in any way | ‘It's too heavy!
bore on the subject of tyranmicide, and | And, so saying, he sent his coat out of
that certainly‘did not express approval. | the window to join his carpet-bag, then
Un- | away went his waistcoat, his cravat, and his
What could be more satisfactory?
. 1
luckily, however, the gentleman on whose | shoes!

Stomach, Biliousness, and to

Headache, Disorde

lawyer,

feeling. Sold by Drugtists; iu
& Coq Bo
re orfamlon
{
Khana,

Gr. Goodwin C8|
phos Be 4 Mass.
i
length of theresponded,
entire deliberation
the great
hindswith
he | bie
a sudden
edition. He | thinking’ profoundly. Allof girl,
or, and
original
Who Was
assurance doubly | turned towards the young

of the

copy

one

oe
rr
L.B.T.

NOT RUM BUT MEDICINE.
KINGSLEY’S BITTERS are made from Mandrake,
Dandelion, Dock, Wild Cherry, Golden, Seal, Prickley Ash, &e. Eight years’
trial proves these the
gia, Liver troubles, Jaundice,
| best bitters for Dys

it. The latter looked up | fago bottios, ats

was admiring

-

fon Avertiseemnds,

A LAWYER in a certain city in the state,
not remarkable forhis cleanliness of person,
spogared at a party a while ago with a rose
‘Where do you suppose
in his button-hole.
it came from P” said he to a brother

4

EO
| gall and Lewis.

have put it away
when I grow up.” ¢But if you shouldn’t
‘Ah! well! then it will do for
haveany?”
my grandchildren.”

hint Mr. Bright spoke happened to possess | He then sat down and appeared to be | who

:

3

this | the same.

started,

had

train

the

was | man got up all of a sudden, and began
first edition
that, asas athe charge
founded on | by throwing his carpet-bag out of the win-

on it had been ‘mado
as I was before visiting aly. It is a | the Passage
Th morning dawns—the neighbors come | fot.
author, said author felt bound
y
serious
thing to visit Southern Italy and
n with acts of love and pity.
« Poor little baby!”

.
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grandiloquent title, ** A

labor to

pressed) Ansel} 8.6 Waiting bythe Fiver? snd :
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dead men, the second men-ded.
‘th

pfovidehics been called from

life was exemplary, so his death was peaceear the close of life he exThe first are | ful and Joyous,

slain and garments repaired?
h

;
soldiers

,
between

]
;
is the difference:
WHAT
)

kingdom of God.
‘Com.
following incident which happened on a line |
fh
FLOWERS IN
ARLOR.—It should be
near London:
:
FANNY M., only daughter of R, W. and R; 0.
A young lady
got into a second-class the duty of som®egber of the family to Winslow, died in Walden, Vt., June 16,
aged 5
sup
to be made against him; and SarHiage, where she was soon joined by gather and arrange in the vases fresh flow- years and 9 months, Little Fanny was an interor every second day. The esting child of rare social qualities, full of hope
declared that he felt himself bound to re- a gentleman about thirty years old, whose ers every day, any
generally and promise. But after five weeks of severe
there be, can
fute it utterly by more than a mere denial. | manner seemed very strange and ex- daughters, if
be likely illness she left her loved earthly home for the
car- best attend to this*work, and will
alone in the
were
They
Accordingly, in a few weeks, there came | cited.
¢ ghining shore.”
Her early exit has caused
{to display good A taste in the arrangement of sorrow and desolation here, but heaven has
out a new edition of the Epick, with a | riage.

eve

nearly

sick on the

:

;

Epick” (not *¢
epic,” in the
your best chance of getting out of wha in’ Revolutionary
way, but dignified, old-fashioned
safoly, I assure you that I do not exagger- common
was a piece of youthful, bomate-the dangers
of a winter's residence in « gpick™),
folly, long out of B
t, and almost
Naples and
Rome. And now, if it is hard bastic
wholly forgotten. But
Disrheli chose to
¢Or a healthy man to get through such a attach gros; ‘importance to the cliaxge he

does. it

vessel,—what

out

fifth, never go to a gallery wi

wr

, on

heartis fluttering with ¢

every

but only heard that there was such a pas- bitually preferred togetlier, bankruptcy and
sage in it; apologized for the mistake— ruin are sure and swift.—Loudsville Courier
‘
Sag there most people thought the matter | and Jonrnal.

this,to make

belle, who had ac- | compared

Re

has been waiting

A celebrated Parisian
mother, father, look up and thank this gen“Why, I suppose it grew there,”
as possible, and said :
the habit of whitewashing herself— | sure, with the copy at the British Museum, | | as ¢ frightened
AINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton
not been | quired
|
me; for if it had indeed
for saving
~ tleman
On yourknegs, madam, on your knees! |
be | soto speak—from the soles of her feet to | the only other copy accessible to him,
Dea Paint Co. are now manufacturing the
Po
for him, your little Nell would
pushof
habit
the
in
is
who
LADY
OLD
AN
Glauces-|
of
Duke
the
for
pray
will
which | We
| and he found that the pass
1 pat in use; te

, and

the

flames

laugh and

joy.—Phrenological Journal. 2
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The Earl of Derby."
—

It may seem paradoxical, but I at least
am unable to get out of ny mind the conviction that there is & solid basis of stupidiat Conservative
ty in the mind of the

hief, Lord Derby. Let me explain what I

mean. The Earl of Derby isin one sense
a highly accomplished man. He is a good
classical scholar, and can make a speech in

. Latin. He has produced some very Spirited
like his
translations from Horace; and I
version of the Iliad better on the whole than
any other I know, He is a splendid debatthat with
|
or—Nladaylad said very

was ean inLord Derby the science of debat
stinct. He will roll out resonant, rotund,
verbose sentences by the hour, by the yard ;

points; he

hits and

has immense power of reply

and repartee—

d; his

easy pod pt bed

of a certain

against him !

——P

The Royal Humane Society publish the
following recommendations :
Avoid bathing withir two hours after a
ws ouf is a
light.
new to the political thought meal. Avoid bathing when exhausted b
He adds n
fin- fatigue or from any other cause. Avoi
of the age. I have heard many of his
hes, and I can remember that bathing when the body is cooling after perost
is
they were then very telling, in a Parliamen- spiration, but bathe when the in body
getting
lost
is
time
no
provided
warm,
remember
cannot
I
but
tary point of view ;
anything he said. He is always interpret- intothe water. Avoid chilling the body by
the bunks or
ing into eloquent and effective words the sitting or standing naked on
the water.
commonplace Philistine notions, the hered- in boats after having been in
itary .conventionalities of his party—and Avoid remaining too long in the water;
nothing more. His mind is not open to new leave the water immediately if there is the
bathimpressions, and he is not able to appreci- slightest feeling of chilliness.alr, if,Avoid
after havate the cause, the purpose or the tendency ing altogether in the open
is
of change. This I hold to be the essential ing been a short timein the water, there
* characteristic of stupidity; and this is an a sense of chilliness, with numbness of ‘the
attribute of Lord Derby, with all his Greek, hands and feet. The vigorous and strong
hig-Latin, his impetuous rhetoric, his debat- may bathe early in the morning on anemping skill and his audacious blunders, which ty stomach. The young, and those that are
three hours after a
sometimes almost deceive one into thinking weak, had better bathe
him a man of genius. Now the Earl of meal—the best time for such is from two to
Derby is the Greasy Tory living
; and if I three hours after breakfast. Those who
have fairly
described the highest type of are subjectto attacks of giddiness and
Tory, one can easily form some conception faintness, and those who suffer from palpi: tation and other sense of discomfort at the
Tory must be.
of what the average
. Every one likes Lord Derby, and I fully heart should not bathe without first conbelieve it to be the fact that those who know sulting their medical advisor.
him best like him best. I cannot imagine
Lord Derby doing ‘a mean thing; I cannot
Man a Unity, not a Unit,
imagine him haughty to a poor man, or
atronizingly offensive to a timid visitor of
The difficulty of understanding the naJumble birth. Look at Lord Derby through
the wrong end of the intellecual telescope ture of man, is hecause he is a unity;
have the average British Tory. and because he is also complex and proand you
The Tory’s knowledgeis confined to classics gressive. We_ know man is & unity by
and field sports—when he knows any- our consciousness. He is a unity, not a
thing. Even Lord Derby hasbeen guilty unit. ‘What a unit is, or rather what is
of the most Hagtunts mistakes in geography a unit, and whether there be one in this,
.and modern history. People are never tired universe, we know not. A grain of
of alluding to a famous blunder of his about sand is no more a unit than the universe
Tamboy in Russia. It is also told of him is. A unit has no parts. A unity is made
that he once EDoke in Parliament of De- up of parts that
{ind their unity in their
island ; and when one of his relation to each other, and to their common
merara as an
colleagues afterward remonstrated with end. So man is a unity. The body is
him on the mistake, he asked with ingennot the man, the soul is not the man
uousness, ‘* How on earth was I to know but the two. And he is also a complexity,
hat ‘Demerara was not an island?” He for within him are system upon system,
once, at a public meeting, spoke of him- each being in itself “also a unity. His
self very frankly as having been born ‘‘ in soul is a unity, but it is made up of
the pre-scientific
period ;"—the
period but intellect, and sensibility, and will; and
too recently closed, when English Universi- each of these is a unith while all are to
ties and high class schools troubled them- be combined into the
ies unity that is
selves only ahout Greek and Latin, and to make the one man. If we call that one
voice is fine, his manner is noble, his invec-
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In some States laws are enacted for protection against this pest. I cannot say
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grubbing hoe will destroy
more Canada
thistles than a whole statute
book of such” enactments. But the principle asserted isa good one. It.denies the
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for all manner of evil weeds. He is the
enemy who sows worse than tares—Canada thistles—in the fields of his neighbors.
I would as soon be in the same room with
the small pox or the itch, as to own a farm

alongside one of these Timothy Makeshifts.
1 would rather contribute my proportjon to
buy his farm and give it to some honest,
industrious person, than to have to wage
unceasing war from year to year against
thistles
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Wipow Lois BATcaELDER died in Sanbornton, July 7, aged 82. She gave her heart to God
more than fifty years ago, united with the ¥'. W.

do not complain joe having bis Wests

Warranted

VOID

gold, knock out

his brains, gathertap the gold, and skedaddle. One of the young
ladies quietly replied that he had better gather up the brains,
as he evidently stood in more need of that
article than gold. Tom subsided.

It is too
to bea United States marshal.
late for trial, and accordingly the prisoner a change of heart about ten years ago, and died
is informed that he must pay his fine— trusting in Jesus.
to $22,50—or go to
amounting. usuall
BETSEY, wife of Samu#l Sewall, diedin NorthLudlow street jail for the night. The pris- field, July 9, aged 76, She was converted when
oner is alarmed and anxious regarding his about 20 years of age, was baptized by Rev.
Young, and joined the F. W. B.
family, who will be worried at his absence. Winthrop
He therefore pays the fine, when he is qui- | church in Canterbury, of which she remained a
etly but foreibly shoved
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was exposed to
the publicupon the precipice of Germaniac as a warning to all who
should dare to befriend the house of Germanicus. No friend had courage to approach the body ; only one remained true—
is faithful dog. ‘For three days the animal continued to Wash the body; his pathetic howlings awakened the sympathy
of
im,
every heart.
Food was brought to
which he was kindly encouraged to eat;
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The man who was thus delightfully rescued
was George Devrees of Baltimore. Experienced novel readers will readily reach the
sequel of the story, if the young folks don’. |
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with their pestiferous growths.
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Her companion was arrested, and soon
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tiferous tribe of selfpropagating arm weeds.
‘‘ A nuisance is
at which worketh evil,” says the old
commentator, and I am sure every one of
these comes within the definition.
If the fence corners are made to produce’
grass, and this is properly harvested, the
will not be altogether unprofitable; but
suffered to grow up in briers, elders, Canada thistles and a long catalogue of pernicious et ceteras, they

right,

girl fainted in the arms of some
who were waiting for her.

I mean not the nuisances such as the
legal tribunals may abate; but farm nuisances,
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On your knees, and let's pray for the Duke
of
Northumberland !”
They were still in deep prayer when the

one of Mr. Disraeli’s novels.— Galaxy.
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i
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An he walked resolutely up to the cowering
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corner

Nevertheless this strange person soon began to feel less quiet.
¢¢ This can’tgo on,” he said; ‘it is really much too heavy—much®too heavy. The
train will soon have to stop—it won't be
able to go on. Come now, we must light-
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not make much matter whether Mr, Disbut a sul
of medical treatment, but of simple chemi- raeli, in his young, nonsensical days, had
cal action. I shall analyze you. Come, or had not indulged in a burst of enthusiasm
1 shall submit you to a bath of sulphuric about the slaying of tyrants, in a poem so
acid diluted with water. The acid will bombastical that no rational man could
have the honor of combining witk you; it’ think of it with any seriousness. ‘But Mr.
“will take up the sulphur, the metal will Disraeli chose to regard his reputation
produce a sulphate, and we shall find as as seriously assailed; and what.did he do
a precipitate a very pretty woman.” The to vindicate himself ? He published anew
as not merely
ood-natured physician went through with edition, which he trumpeted
Bis analysis, and the belle was restored to authentic, but as issued for the sole purpose
race. of proving that he had not praised tyranniher membership with the white
Young ladies who are ambitious of snowy cide, and he deliberately excised the lines
xions |should remember this, and be which contained the passage in question !
com
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